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The! thesis! (chapter! I)! first!entails! the!biology!and!chemistry! related! to! tetronothiodin!and! its!
cholescystokinin!receptor.!Cholescystokinin!(CCK)!is!a!33%amino!acid!peptide,!which!functions!as!
a! digestive! peripheral! hormone! in! the! mammalian! gastrointestinal! tract! and! as! a!
neurotransmitter! in! the! central! nervous! system,! where! it! is! more! widely! distributed.!
Tetronothiodin!1!is!a!novel!brain%type!CCK!receptor!antagonist,!isolated!from!the!culture!broth!
of!Streptomyces!sp.!NR0489.!Various!strategies!of!oxaspirobicyclic!fragment!synthesis!using!the!
Diels%Alder! reaction! as! the! key! step! have! been! detailed,! especially! the! work! previously!
performed!within!the!Page!group.!
!
The! second! part! of! the! thesis! covers! research! work! towards! the! synthesis! of! the!
oxaspirobicyclic! unit.! The! synthetic! route! was! proposed! following! the! work! previously!
conducted!in!our!laboratories!and!a!solid!knowledge!acquired!about!the!target!molecule.!The!
different!investigations!carried!out!within!the!Page!group!have!led!to!a!new!approach,!based!on!
a! non%selective!α%hydroxylation! of! a! silyl! enol! ether! moiety,! resulting! in! the! formation! of! a!
mixture!of! two!diastereoisomers! in! a!5:3! ratio,! including! the!more!hindered! isomer!with! the!



















separation! of! the!mixture!was! rather! challenging,! we! decided! to! attempt! different!methods!
such!as!the!inversion!of!configuration!of!the!pro%spiro!carbon!atom!bearing!the!hydroxyl!group.!
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33>amino! acid! peptide! (CCK>33)1!in! 1928! by! Ivy! et# al.2!on! the! basis! of! the! intestinal! extract!
capacity!to!activate!gallbladder!contraction!in!dogs.!CCK!was!purified!and!its!primary!sequence!
determined! in! 1966,3 ,4 ,5 !and! Vanderhaegen! et# al. 6 !reported! its! isolation! as! a! gastrin>like!
material!from!brain!tissue!in!1975.!!
!
   
!





Mammalian! CCK! was! recognized! to! be! a! major! gastrointestinal! hormone9 !that! is! largely!
involved! in! the! modulation! of! pancreatic! enzyme! release.! In! 1976,! CCK! was! described! as! a!






as!a! regulatory!peptide!with!both!endocrine!and!neurotransmitter! functions,6,15!essentially! in!
the!modulation!of!acid!release!from!gastric!parietal!cells!and!mucosal!growth!activation!in!the!
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acid>secreting! part! of! the! stomach.16!In! 1964,! gastrin!was! isolated! and! purified! from!porcine!
antral!mucosa!G!cells,! and!was!principally! identified!as! two!17>amino!acid!peptides,! gastrin! I!
(without!tyrosine!sulfation)!and!gastrin!II!(with!tyrosine!sulfation).17!In!the!literature,!CCK>B!and!
gastrin! receptors! have! been! reported! to! be! expressed! in! numerous! human! tumour! cells.!
Replication!of!gastrin!receptor!cDNAs!demonstrated!the!common!features!of!gastrin!receptors!
with! G>protein>coupled! receptors.18!Moreover,! gastrin! is! present! in! various! bioactive! forms19!
including!distinct!amino>terminal!extensions!which!modify!potency,20!such!as!34>amidated!and!









Met>Asp>Phe>NH2)22!(Figure!1.1!and!Figure!1.3),!which! is!critical! for! the! full!biological!activity.!
Furthermore,! CCK! is! α>amidated! at! the! COOH>terminal,! another! characteristic! feature! in!
common!with! gastrin! as! well! as! with! other! peptide! hormones,! and! removal! of! this! carboxy!!
terminus!leads!to!a!total!loss!of!biological!activity.23,24!Thus,!CCK!is!thought!to!be!the!ancestral!
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tissue! receptor!which!occurs! only! in! a! precise! ligand! residue! sulfonation>dependent!manner.!
Sulfonation!of!CCK!takes!place!on!a! tyrosine!residue!at! the!seventh!position! from!the!COOH>
terminal,27!leading!to!a!1000>fold!increase!in!affinity!and!potency!for!CCK!receptors!than!non>
sulfonated! CCK.! The! influence! of! tyrosine! sulfonation! at! the! sixth! position! on! gastrin>gastrin!
receptor! interaction! significantly! improves! biological! activity! by! 19>fold.28,29,30!Nevertheless,!
sulfonation!has!only!a!modest!effect!on!receptor!affinity!for!gastrin!when!compared!with!that!
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CCK>radioimmunoassay! (CCK>RIA)! is! an! analysis!method! that! has!been!developed! in!order! to!
recognise!only!the!tripeptide!sequence!at!the!CCK>8!amino>terminal,!which!is!demonstrated!to!




Since! the! discovery! of! CCK>33! in! 1928,! multiple! bioactive! CCK! molecular! forms! have! been!
detected!in!the!intestine!and!blood!of!several!species,19!in!an!extensive!size!range!from!CCK>8!
to!CCK>83!(Figure!1.1),!with!CCK>33!being!the!predominant!form.32!Another!peptide!larger!than!
CCK>33,! possessing! six! additional! amino! acids! at! the! amino>terminal! and! similar! actions,! has!
also!been!found! in!the!extracts!of!gut.!On!the!other!hand,!the!major!CCK!form!in!the!central!
and!peripheral!nervous!system!is!CCK>8,!which!is!present!as!sulphated!(CCK>8S)!(Figure!1.4)!and!
desulphated! forms.33!Synthetic! CCK>8! is! well! known! to! be! almost! twice! as! potent! as! CCK>33!









and! gastrointestinal! tract.! For! several! hormones,! such! as! insulin! and!parathyroid! substances,!
the! site! where! the! procholecystokinin! (human! peptide! is! a! 95! amino! acid! protein)! that! is!
produced! from! 115>amino! acid! preprocholecystokinin! molecule! is! cleaved,! contains! two! or!
more! consecutive! basic! amino! acid! residues,! and! could! be! digested! by! trypsin>like! enzymes.!
Asp-Tyr-Met-Gly-Trp-Met-Asp-Phe-NH2
SO3H
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CCK!dodecapeptide! (CCK>12)!was! also!obtained!by! trypsinization!of! a! pure!CCK>33.!Only! one!
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have! occurred,! affecting! remarkably! immunochemical! recognition.! The! COOH>terminal!
octapeptide!was!previously!reported!to!be!responsible!for!all!the!CCK!biological!actions.!Indeed,!
CCK>8! has! been! found! to! show! greater! potency! than! intact! CCK.! All! these! accumulated!
observations! led! to! the!prediction! that! substantial!distinctions!between!pig!and!other!animal!
CCKs!are!present!in!the!amino>terminal!CCK!fragment.!As!this!latter!portion!has!proved!not!to!




of! the! small! intestine! upper! fragment,! called! duodenum.!Mammalian! CCK! and! gastrin! show!
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and!Mutt!demonstrated!that!pancreozymin,!which!is!present!in!the!gut,!was!actually!identical!
to! CCK,! and! therefore! in! 1970! Grossman!made! the! suggestion! that! CCK! should! be! the! only!
name!given!to!this!peptide.!
!
The! pancreas! is! composed! of! two! different! types! of! cell! lines,! in! particular! the! acinar! cells,!
which!when! activated! by! the! presence! of! CCK! generate! the! production! of! inactive! digestive!
enzymes! (zymogens).! ! The! removal! of! some! specific! amino! acids! by! chemical! or! biochemical!
processes! allows! the! conversion! of! zymogens! into! active! enzymes!whose! principal! biological!
role! is! to! degrade! fat,! proteins! and! DNA/RNA! into! small!molecules! in! order! to! facilitate! the!
digestion!process.!These!enzymes!fall!into!three!main!classes!that!are!reported!to!be!crucial!for!
potent! digestion:! (1)! the! proteases! that! convert! proteins! into! their! amino! acids;! (2)! the!
pancreatic! lipases! which! transform! triglycerides! into! fatty! acids! and! glycerol! and! have! a!
potential! physiological! role! to!modulate! obesity;! (3)! the! amylases! that! degrade!most! of! the!
carbohydrates! into! glucose.! All! these! activities! help! to! transform! most! of! nutriment! into!
energy.!
b. Release*of*bile*fluid*
As! indicated! above,! CCK! is! a! hormone,!which! is! implicated! in! the! contraction! of! gallbladder,!
permitting! the! transport! of! bile! into! the! small! intestine! where! it! helps! lipid! absorption! by!
emulsion!movements! and! absorption! surface! increase.! The! bile! is! secreted! by! the! liver,! and!
then!transported!to!gallbladder!to!be!stored!until!its!use.!!
c. Role*of*CCK*in*type*2*diabetes*
Study! of! the! antidiabetogenic! action! of! CCK>8! in! type! 2! diabetes! has! demonstrated! that!
administration!of!CCK>8!in!both!healthy!patients!and!subjects!with!type!2!diabetes!lowers!post>
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As! indicated! above,! CCK! is! also! considered! as! neuropeptide! in! the! central! and! peripheral!
nervous!systems.!CCK!neurotransmitters!that!are!clustered!in!synaptic!vesicles!are!released!in!
the! synaptic! cleft! in! a! calcium>dependent! manner! and! bind! to! specific! CCK! receptors! at!
postsynaptic!membranes! (Figure!1.8).!The!coexistence!of!CCK!with!many!neuromodulators!or!
neurotransmitters!and!other!hormones,!such!as!dopamine,!γ>amino!butyric!acid!(GABA)36!and!
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III. CCK!receptors!
High!affinity!CCK>binding! sites!were!originally!determined! in! isolated! rat!pancreatic! acini! and!
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by! their! relative! affinity,! distinct! localization! and! amino! acid! sequences.! CCK>8! (In! the! rat:!
IC50(CCK>B)!=!1.2!nM,!IC50(CCK>A)!=!0.27!nM)!has!great!affinity!for!both!receptors!but!other!CCK!such!





The! use! of! the! radioligand! labeled! gastrin>17! has! enabled! the! discovery! of! a! separate!





to! a! distinct! receptor! in! the! presence! of! specific! agonists! and! antagonists.! The! role! of! a!
preferential! agonist! or! antagonist! is! to! tend! to! bind! fully! one! receptor! type! for!which! it! has!
great! affinity! and! in! a! partial! manner! another! receptor! type,! hence! increasing! the!
discrimination! between! the! biological! responses! promoted! by! each! receptor! type.! This!
experiment!showed! the!existence!of!one! receptor! type! in!gastric!muscle!cells!which!binds! to!
CCK!and!gastrin!with!no!discrimination,!and!of!two!receptor!types!in!gallbladder,!each!of!which!
was! selectively! coupled! with! one! specific! hormone.! So,! in! gastric! smooth! muscle! cell! lines,!
inhibitory!actions!of!L>365,260!(IC50(Gastrin)!=!84!nM,!IC50(CCK>8)!=!110!nM)!or!L>364,718!(IC50(Gastrin)!
=! 5.0! nM,! IC50(CCK>8)! =! 6.0! nM)! occurred! in! an! agonist>independent! manner.! In! contrast,! in!
gallbladder!smooth!muscle!cells,!L>365,260! (IC50(Gastrin)!=!9.0!nM,! IC50(CCK>8)!=!159! !nM)!blocked!
   
!





inhibitors! for! CCK>B/gastrin! receptors! are! species>different.! For! example,! the! differential!
binding! affinities! between! human! and! canine! is! due! to! a! single! amino! acid! change! in! the!






than! the! unsulfonated! form.! Nonetheless,! sulfonation! of! CCK! was! demonstrated! to! be!
unnecessary! for! interaction! with! the! CCK>B! receptor. 39 !Replication! of! the! human! CCK>A!
receptor!has!allowed!the!determination!that!it!belongs!to!the!superfamily!of!G!protein>coupled!
receptors! that! is! characterized! by! seven! transmembrane! domains! possessing! amino>terminal!
extracellular! loops.! In! pancreatic! acinar! cell! lines,! the! CCK>A! receptor>G! protein! interaction!
leads! to! the! stimulation! of! phospholipase! C,! inositol! phospholipid! cleavage,! mobilization! of!
intracellular!calcium!and!protein!kinase!C.40!Mutational!analysis!has!described!methionine!195!




pancreactic! growth,! and! enzyme! secretion! such! as! insulin! and! amylase,! as! well! as! to! delay!
gastric! emptying.! CCK>A! receptors! are! also! distributed! in! the! anterior! pituitary! gland! and! in!
small!discrete!regions!of!the!midbrain,!where!they!regulate!feeding!and!dopamine>stimulated!
behavior.!
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 CCKIB!receptors!5.
Like! the!CCK>A! receptor,! the!CCK>B/gastrin! receptor!belongs! to! the! superfamily!of!G>protein>
coupled! receptors!with! seven! transmembrane!domains,!which! shows! similar!affinity! for!both!
gastrin!and!CCK.!Indeed,!the!CCK>B!receptor!amino>acid!sequence!is!48!%!identical!to!the!CCK>A!
receptor!one.!The!CCK>B!receptor!presents! the!major!CCK!receptor! form! in! the!brain,!and! its!
expression!in!the!cerebral!cortex!has!been!evaluated!to!be!extremely!high.!The!CCK>B!receptor!
coexists! with! dopaminergic! receptors,! provoking! speculation! about! their! possible! role! in!
anxiety,! neuroleptic! activity! and! arousal.41!CCK>B>type! receptors! have! also! been! identified! in!
gastrointestinal! smooth! muscle! cells,! playing! a! limited! peripheral! role! as! modulators! of!
gallbladder!contraction,!bowel!motility!and!numerous! tumoural! cell! growth.!The!existence!of!








A! synthetic! human! pentapeptide! hormone,! named! pentagastrin! and! containing! the! gastrin!
carboxy>terminal! (Gly>Trp>Met>Asp>Phe>NH2),! demonstrated! similar! effect! on! gastric! acid!
release!as!gastrin!itself.!This!hormone!was!capable!of!activating!maximal!gastric!acid!secretion!
(dose! of! 2>4! µg/kg! secretion)! like! histamine! but! without! major! side>effects! and! inducing!
phosphatidylinositol!turnover!in!pancreatoma!cell!lines!in!rat!with!a!low!EC50!value!(EC50!=!0.3!
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panic>like! symptoms! in! a! spontaneous!manner,!which! are!not! able! to!be!differentiated! from!
endogenous! ones.! The! syndrome! characterizations! are! increases! of! anxiety! level! and! some!
specific!physiological!parameters!including!acceleration!of!heart!rate!and!blood!pressure.!These!
cardiovascular!effects!are!demonstrated!to!be!species>dependent.!Analysis!of!anxiolytic!effects!
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Caerulein! has! been! reported! to! be! a! non>selective! CCK>receptor! agonist! (IC50(CCK>B)! =! 1.1! nM,!
IC50(CCK>A)! =! 0.6! nM),! which! is! implicated! in! effective! gallbladder! contratile! movements,!
pancreatic!enzyme!release,7!and!in!the!increase!of!anxiety!level!in!a!dose>dependent!manner!in!
mammals.!Like!pentagastrin,!this!small!peptide!has!been!found!to!be!more!stable!in#vivo!than!
CCK>8S! or! CCK>4.! Anxiogenesis! has! been! induced! in! the! mouse! when! a! quantity! of! the!
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It!inhibits!selectively!the!actions!of!CCK!at!several!sites!in!the!periphery,!including!the!secretion!
of! amylase! (IC50! =! 20!µM)!or! insulin! from! rat! pancreas! and! the! prevention! of! contraction! of!
guinea>pig! gallbladder! (IC50! =! 120! µM).! However,! it! did! not! antagonise! activities! of! CCK! in!




Moreover,! unsubstituted! cyclic! nucleotides! do! not! show! any! CCK! antagonist! activity. 44!
Inhibition!of!calcium!efflux!and!enzyme!release!by!these!nucleotide!derivatives!have!shown!a!
similar! potency!with! the! antagonism!of! 125I>CCK!binding! by! the!nucleotides.! This! observation!
has! led! to! the! hypothesis! that! the! molecules! are! acting! at! the! recognition! site! of! the! CCK!
receptor.!!
ii. Amino#acid#derivatives#
In! the! 1970’s,! some! amino! acid! derivatives! were! demonstrated! to! be! able! to! block! gastrin!
activities,! suggesting! that! they! were! also! CCK! inhibitors! because! of! the! chemical! similarities!
between! gastrin! and! CCK,! which! was! later! confirmed.11! Two! examples! of! those! derivatives,!
proglumide! (D,L>4>benzamido>N,N>di>n>propylglutamic! acid)! and! benzotript! (N>p>










Both! of! them! possess! an! anti>synergistic! effect! of! CCK! and! glucose! or! insulin! secretion! and!
inhibit!the!antagonism!of!the!CCK>induced!contraction!of!the!smooth!muscle!in!the!gallbladder,!
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was! introduced! peripherally! or! centrally,! suggesting! a! CNS! role! for! CCK! on! satiety,! but! its!
peripheral!mechanism!seems!unclear.!!
!
These! results! should!be! re>evaluated!with!much!more! selective!CCK>antagonists,! especially! a!
relatively! high! selectivity! between! CCK>A! and! CCK>B! receptor! antagonists.! An! additional!
problem! is! that! the! first! classification! of! CCK>receptors! into! “peripheral”! and! “central”! is! no!
longer!true.11!
!
Derivatives! of! benzotript! and! proglumide! were! analysed! in! order! to! find! the! structural!
requirements!of!the!amino!acid!analogues!in!their!interactions!with!CCK>receptors.!In!the!case!
of!tryptophan!derivatives,!better!potency!was!observed!with!the!higher!hydrophobicity!of!the!
N>acyl! moiety,! and!N>carbo>benzoxytryptophan! (Figure! 1.13)! was! concluded! to! be! the!most!























N-Acyl derivatives of tryptophan
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Analogues! of! proglumide! showed! a! wide! range! of! affinity! for! CCK>A! receptors,! implying! the!
existence!of!eventual!peripheral!CCK>receptor!subtypes.!Two!compounds! from!this!group!are!
effective,!active!and!selective!competitive!CCK>A!receptor!antagonists!at!peripheral!sites!after!













receptor,! the! gamma>aminobutyric! acid! (GABAA)! receptor,! which! improves! their! inhibitory!
effect.! Benzodiazepine! drugs! are! 1,4>substituted,! but! not! all! of! them! are! pharmacologically!
active.! Hence,! these! active! benzodiazepine! drug! agents! are! differentiated! by! distinct!
substituents!on!the!core!moiety,!which!influence!their!interaction!with!the!GABAA!receptor,!and!
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The! GABAA! receptor! has! been! identified! as! a! protein! complex,! made! up! with! five! subunits!
(α2β2γ),! and! distributed! along! the! neuronal! synapses.! All! GABAA! receptors! possess! an! ion!
channel! which! permits! chloride! ion! conduction! across! neuronal! cell! membranes! and! two!
binding! sites! for! the!GABA!neurotransmitter,!whilst! a! subset!of! this! receptor! complex! is! also!
dedicated! to! the!binding! to!benzodiazepines! that!potentiates!binding!of!GABA,!which! in! turn!







are! located! in! peripheral! nervous! system! tissues,! and! to! a! lesser! extent! the! CNS.54!These!
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→ Asperlicin!and!its!derivative!
Asperlicin! (IC50! =! 11! µM)! (Figure! 1.17),! a! natural! benzodiazepine! isolated! from! the! fungus!
Aspergillus# alliaceus,56,57!was! demonstrated! to! have! 300>! to! 400>fold! increase! in! affinity!with!
CCK>receptors! in! the! periphery! than! proglumide! (IC50! =! 740! µM).! Therefore,! asperlicin! was!
considered!as! selective!CCK>A! receptor!antagonist.!Asperlicin!B! (Figure!1.17),!one!of! the! four!














possible!crucial!moieties! involved! in! the! interactions!with!CCK!receptors:!benzodiazepine!and!
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(IC50(CCK>B)rat! =! 390! nM),! it! shows! a! good! potency! in! blocking! CCK>B! receptor! activity.!
Nevertheless,!devazepide!has!helped!to!determine!the!characterizations!of!receptor!subtypes!
involved! in! some!CCK>induced! activities! such! as! the! facilitation! of! dopamine! efflux! by! CCK>A!
receptors.! An! analogue! of! L>364,718! with! similar! affinity! for! CCK>A! receptors,! known! as! L>
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i. Peptides#and#pseudopeptide#analogues#
A! new! group! of! CCK! receptor! antagonists! was! developed! based! on! COOH>terminal! CCK!
fragments,!and!was!30!times!more!potent!than!Bt2cGMP.!CCK>27>32>NH258!(IC50!=!1.0!µM)!the!
first!peptide!CCK!receptor!antagonist,!and!inhibits!pancreatic!enzyme!secretion.!
Further! studies! on! pancreatic! acini! tissue! allowed! the! determination! of! some! structural!





to!peptides!with!CCK>antagonist!properties.! In!1980,! the!existence!of!a!very!high!affinity! site!
and! a! lower! affinity! site! was! discovered! in! the! periphery! based! on! Scatchard! analysis! and!
binding! studies.59!CCK>JMV>180,! a! carboxy>terminal! heptapeptide! of! CCK!was! shown! to! have!
the!ability!to!differentiate!between!these!high!and!low!affinity!sites.!!
CCK>JMV>180!did!not!mimic! the!antagonism!of!amylase! secretion!but! reversed! the!effects!of!
the!natural!peptide,!suggesting!that!the!molecule!had!an!agonist!activity!at!a!high!affinity!site!
and!competitive!antagonist!effect!at!a!low!affinity!site.!CCK>JMV>180!was!reported!to!prevent!
caerulein>induced! pancreatitis.! Despite! all! these! advantages,! the! possibility! that! numerous!
peptide! antagonist! derivatives! have! generally! a! mixed! agonist/antagonist! effect! on! various!
species!or!cell!systems,!and!the!lack!of!oral!availability,!limit!the!peptide!therapeutic!potential.!
ii. Non;Peptides#ligands#
Non>peptide!CCK!receptor!antagonists!can!be!divided! into! five!categories:! (1)!benzodiazepine!
derivatives,! (2)! tetronothiodin!and!a! virginiamycin!analogue,! (3)!ureido>acetamide!analogues,!
(4)!glutamic!acid!analogues!or!proglumide!analogues,!(5)!pyrazolidinone!derivatives.!
→ Benzodiazepine!derivatives!
The! benzodiazepines! chlordiazepoxide,! flurazepam,! diazepam,! lozarepam,! and! medazepam!
were! reported! to! inhibit! some! CCK! actions! when! research! on! peripheral! CCK! receptors! was!
conducted.!However,!their!potency!was!rather!low.!Their!effects!on!benzodiazepine!receptors!
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As! in! the!case!of!benzodiazepine!CCK>A! receptor!antagonists,!benzodiazepine!CCK>B! receptor!
antagonists!are!1,4>substituted!benzodiazepine!derivatives,!some!possessing!an!acidic!group!on!
the!phenylurea! fragment!of!L>365,260,! such!as! the! tetrazole!derivative!L>368,935! (IC50!=!0.14!
nM).!L>368,935!is!markedly!more!water!soluble!than!L>365,260!and!shows!great!selectively!for!
CCK>B!receptors! (CCK>A/CCK>B!ratio!=!10,000)!and!high!affinity! for!human!CCK>B!receptors.!A!
series! of! amidine! 5>amino>1,4>benzodiazepine! derivatives! that! included! an! amine>based!
cationic! group! within! the! benzodiazepine! core! such! as! L>740,09360,61,62!(Figure! 1.19)! were!
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the! development! of! tolerance! and! a! few! side! effects! due! to! the! long>term! use! of!
benzodiazepine!family!drugs.!!
→ Tetronothiodin!and!L>156,58663!
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10! nanomolar! IC50.! During! the! radiolabeling! assays! of! rodent! CCK! binding,! the! kinetics! and!
pharmacological!parameters!of!CCK>B!receptors!were!found!to!be!species!specific.!!
!
Additional! experiments! such! as! saturation! binding! assays!were! realized! on! all! the! respective!







Tetronothiodin! and! L>156,586! blocked! [125I]CCK>8! binding! to! brain! membranes! in! all!
membranes!tested,!with!IC50!fluctuating!between!3!and!280!nM,!and!were!demonstrated!to!be!
at!least!100!times!less!effective!in!inhibiting!CCK>A!receptors!in!rat!pancreatic!membranes.!The!
selective! CCK>B! receptor! agonists,! pentagastrin,! CCK>8NS! and! gastrin! I! antagonised! the!
[125I]CCK>8!binding!to!cerebral!cortex!membranes!with!higher!affinity!than!to!membranes!of!the!
pancreas.!This!binding!study!allowed!the!conclusion!that! the! [125I]CCK>8!binding!sites! in!brain!
membranes!of!the!four!species!correspond!to!the!CCK>B!receptors.!All!CCK!agonists!have!been!
shown!to!block!equally![125I]CCK>8!binding!to!brain!membranes!from!all!the!rodents!and!human!
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→ Ureido>acetamide!analogues!
RP!69758!(IC50(CCK>B)!=!4.3!nM,!IC50(CCK>A)!=!4,734!nM),!RP!72540!(IC50(CCK>B)!=!1.2!nM,!IC50(CCK>A)!=!
2,756! nM),! RP! 71483! and! RP! 73870,! all! derived! from! an! ureido>acetamide! compound,! have!
proved! to! be! effective! and! highly! selective! non>peptide! CCK>B! receptor! antagonists! (Figure!
1.21).! Their! selectivity! extends! over! a! range! from! 1000>! to! 3000>fold! higher! towards! CCK>B!
receptors! over! CCK>A! ones.! RP! 71483! has! demonstrated! weak! blood>brain! penetrability! to!







RP! 73870! exhibits! great! capacity! to! inhibit! pentagastrin>induced! enzyme! release! without!
affecting! histamine>activated! acid! release,! and! to! prevent! aspirin>stimulated! gastric! damage!
and!cysteamine>activated!duodenal!ulceration!in!the!rat!when!administered!orally.!Compared!
to! other! CCK>B! receptor! antagonists,! RP! 73870! has! proved! to! have! higher! affinity! for! CCK>B!


















































RP 72540 RP 71483
RP 69758 RP 73870
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These!four!analogues!are!reported!to!be!extremely!effective!and!selective!non>peptide!CCK>B!





assessed! pharmacological! properties! of! CR! 2194! and! found! that! it! is!much! less! selective! for!
CCK>B!receptors!than!CCK>A!groups.!!
Some! of! the! pyrazolidinone! derivatives! have! been! claimed! to! show! selective! antagonism!
against!CCK>B!receptors.!LY>262,691!(IC50(CCK>B)!=!31!nM,!IC50(CCK>A)!=!11,500!nM),!one!of!the!most!
effective!among!these!analogues,!mediates!the!blockade!of!CCK>8>stimulated!depolarization!in!
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These! two!compounds!displayed! respectively!1600!and!400! times!more! selectively! for!CCK>B!
receptors! than!CCK>A! receptors.! Further! assays! showed! that! they!were! inactive!displacers!of!
binding!from!other!receptor!systems!such!as!dopamine!or!GABA!receptors.11#
!
CI>988! and! PD! 135158! are! also! potent! pentagastrin! antagonists! in! gastric! secretion! activity,!









Compounds! that! act! at! the! CCK! receptors,! particularly! antagonists,! have! been! remarkably!
improved!over!the!past!several!years!(high!potency,!specificity/!selectivity,!oral!availability!and!
low! toxicity)! in! order! to! synthesize! molecules! that! could! be! used! in! therapeutic! treatment.!
Indeed,!the!peripheral!CCK!antagonists!may!be!useful!to!treat!pancreatitis,!pancreatic!cancer,!
biliary! colic,! disorders! of! gastric! emptying,! and! irritable! bowel! syndrome.! CCK! antagonists!
participate!in!activating!cessation!of!feeding,!thus!might!promote!appetite!increase!in!patients!
suffering! from! anorexia! or! any! other! disorders! in! which! food! intake! must! be! improved.! In!
contrast,!CCK!agonists!could!be!used!as!appetite!suppressants.!CCK!antagonists!also!stimulate!
narcotic! analgesia! and! could! be! useful! in! managing! clinical! pain.! Indeed,! CCK! antagonists!
prevent! narcotic! tolerance,! leading! to! their! potential! therapeutic! use! in! chronic! pain! by! a!
reduction!of! the!drug!dose.!This!activity!occurs!without! increasing! side!effects.!Nevertheless,!
further!assays!demonstrated!enhancement!of!opiate!analgesia!with!proglumide!or! lorglumide!
   
!




CCK!antagonists!have!been!also! tested! to!determine! the!physiological! role!of!CCK! in! the!CNS!
and!to!broaden!the!investigations!toward!the!treatment!of!CNS!disorders,!as! it!appears!to!be!






Recent! studies!about!brain!CCK!antagonists!have!demonstrated! that! they!are!powerful,!non>
sedating,! non>addictive! anxiolytic! agents! in! animal! models.! They! are! involved! in! psychosis,!
nociception,! and! drug! withdrawal.! In! addition,! CCK! antagonists! are! capable! of! relieving! the!
anxiety! generated! after! withdrawal! from! drug! use,!making! them! effective! candidates! in! the!




There! are! grounds! for! excitement;! however,! numerous! obstacles! still! stand! and! clinical!
potential!may! not! be! fulfilled.! However,! clinical! disappointments! should! not! contribute! to! a!
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slowing! of! the! scientific! research! development! in! CCK! studies.! Regardless! of! clinical! payoffs,!
selective!CCK!receptor!antagonists!might!be!considered!relevant!to!human!CNS!functioning,!as!




A! microbial! screening! program! to! detect! new! binding! inhibitors! of! CCK>B! receptors! has!
permitted! to! identify! a! novel! selective! and!potent! CCK>B! receptor! antagonist,! tetronothiodin!
(Ro!09>1468)!from!the!culture!broth!of!Streptomyces!sp.!NR048966!(Figure!1.24).!Indeed,!during!
a! 125I>labeled! Bolton! Hunter! CCK>8! binding! study! using! rat! cerebral! membranes! as! CCK!









NR0489! has! been! compared! to! three! types! of! Streptomyces! fermentations! which! possessed!
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sp.! NR0489.! Changes! in! the! composition! of! the! fermentation! medium,! such! as! the! carbon!
source,! have! led! to! improvement! in! tetronothiodin! production! in! order! to! have! enough!





determination! of! some! of! its! physical>chemical! characteristics,! such! as! its! acidic! nature,!
revealed! by! its! extraction! with! EtOAc! at! pH! =! 2! and! back>extraction! with! H2O! at! pH! =! 7.5.!
Tetronothiodin!was!found!to!be!soluble!in!MeOH,!DMSO,!THF!and!alkaline!water!but!remained!
insoluble! in!ether,!chloroform,!hexane!and!water.! Its! free!form!has!been!demonstrated!to!be!
unstable!in!solution!because!of!its!progressive!degradation!in!NMR!analyses!when!DMSO>d6!or!
CD3OD! was! used! as! eluent.! However,! its! alkaline! metal! salts! were! found! stable! for! several!
months!under!similar!experimental!conditions.!
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The!IR!spectrum!shows!the!existence!of!some!important!absorption!bands!at!3000!∼!2300!and!
1728!cm>1,!and!at!1760!cm>1,!suggesting!the!respective!presences!of!a!carboxylic!acid!function!
and! a! γ>lactone! group.! UV! absorption! revealed! two! maximum! peaks! at! 233! and! 273! nm,!
indicating!mainly!an!α>acyltetronic!acid!and!diene!chromophores.!Interpretations!of!proton!and!
carbon!NMR!and!qualitative!analysis!have!permitted! the!determination!of! the! tetronothiodin!
molecular!formula!(C31H38O8S)!and!to!complete!its!physico>chemical!characterization.!All!these!
results! showed! that! tetronothiodin! exhibited! a! completely! different! chemical! structure! from!
any!of!the!other!CCK>B!receptor!antagonists!including!natural!ones!from!microbial!source,!such!
as! anthramycin! generated!by!Streptomyces# sp.,! the! derivatives! of! virginiamycin! L>156,586,! L>
156,587!and!L>156,58864!that!are!also!selective!CCK>B!antagonists,!and!from!aspercilin,!a!CCK>A!
receptor! antagonist.66! Structurally,! tetronothiodin! is! related! to! certain! antibiotics! like!
kijanimicin,71,72!tetrocarcins,73!and!MM!4611574!(Figure!1.26)!because!of!its!macrocyclic!moiety!
with! an! α>acetyltetronic! acid! chromophore,! but! in! contrast! to! these! drugs! tetronothiodin!
possesses!a!sulphur!atom!in!the!molecule.!
!
   
!




Evaluation! of! tetronothiodin! inhibitory! potencies! were! performed! through! the! [125I]CCK>8!
interactions!with!CCK>A!or!CCK>B!receptors.!The![125I]CCK>8!binding!assay!method!consisted!to!
the! incubation! of! filtrate! samples! at! 23! °C! in! the! presence! of! labeled! CCK>8! radioligand! and!
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times!weaker! than! the!natural! ligand!CCK>8! (IC50!=!1.2!nM).!Nevertheless,! tetronothiodin!did!
not!affect!the!interaction!of!labeled!CCK>8!with!CCK>A!receptors!on!rat!pancreatic!membranes.!
Hence,! tetronothiodin!had!a!27,000>fold! selectivity! for!CCK>B! receptors!over!CCK>A! receptors!






Tetronothiodin! >!100!000! 3.6!±!0.33! >!30!000!
L>365,260! 2700!±!130! 8.1!±!0.90! 300!
Asperlicin! 1100!±!200! >!10!000! <!0.1!
Devazepide! 0.51!±!0.18! 320!±!50! 0.002!
Proglumide! 50!±!12! 640!±!150! 0.08!





Recent! experiments! carried! out! on! GH3,! rat! anterior! pituitary! cancer! cells! exhibiting! CCK>B!
receptors!and!binding!to!CCK>8,!confirmed!the!great!potency!and!selectivity!of!tetronothiodin!
as!CCK>B!receptor!antagonist.!It!was!also!capable!of!blocking!CCK>8>activated!intracellular!Ca2+!




guinea>pig!and!mouse)! in! the!presence!of!L>156,586!and!tetronothiodin!has!showed!that! this!
latter! non>peptide! compound! possesses! great! affinity! (Ki! =! 3.6! nM)! towards! rat! CCK>B!
receptors,!whilst!it!exhibits!respectively!only!a!60>fold!(Ki!=!210!nM)!and!80>fold!(Ki!=!280!nM)!
lower! affinity! for! human! and! mouse! cerebral! cortex! CCK>B! receptors! than! for! rat! CCK>B!
receptors!(Table!1.2!and!Table!1.3).66!!
!
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Species! n! Kd!(pM)! Bmax!
(fmol/mg!protein)!
Rat!! 3! 240!±!20! 27!±!1!
Guinea>pig! 3! 130!±!22! 39!±!11!
Mouse! 3! 100!±!12! 29!±!9!
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Positive>ion! FAB>MS! (m/z! 593! [M! +! Na]+)! and! negative>ion! high! resolution! FAB>MS! data!
(569.2237,! calcd.! for! [M−H,! C31H37O8S]v! 569.2210),! combined! with! qualitative! analysis! for!
sulphur,! 2D! NMR! experiments! signaling! the! presence! of! 31! carbons,! and! the! IR! spectrum,!
allowed!determination!of!the!molecular!formula!of!tetronothiodin!to!be!C31H37O8S.!As!the!free!
acid! form! of! tetronothiodin! was! found! to! be! unstable! in! solution,! NMR! experiments! were!
carried!on!its!sodium!and!potassium!salts!in!D2O!and!DMSO>d6.!!
!
Structural! elucidation! was! essentially! performed! using! the! NMR! data! obtained! with! the!
potassium! salt! of! tetronothiodin! in! D2O,! in! which! all! the! carbon! signals! could! be! observed,!
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The!portions! shown! in!Figure!27!and! the! remaining! identified!quaternary! carbons,!C3,!C4,!C26!











1H>1H! COSY! experiment,! H8>H9,! H18>H19! and! H20>H21! were! respectively! spin>spin! coupled!
together.!
!
The! presence! of! an! α–acyltetronic! acid! moiety! in! the! molecule! was! suggested! by! the!
interpretation!of! the!UV! (absorption!maxima!at!233!and!273!nm)!and! IR! (absorption!band!at!
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A! 13C>1H! long>range! coupling! between! H23! and! C24! indicated! the! C23>C24! connection! via! a!
heteroatom! or! quaternary! carbon! even! if! H23! and! H24! were! not! bound! together.! The! only!
potential!fragments!left!that!should!to!be!inserted!between!C23!and!C24!are!a!sulphur!atom!or!a!
ketone!group.!The!hypothesis!of!a!cyclopentanone!as!a!unit!was!abandoned!after!examination!
of! the! 13C! chemical! shift! and! of! the! reduced! derivative! structure.! Therefore,! only! a! sulphur!









































Tetrahydrothiophene fragment of tetronothiodin
(δc = 36.1 ppm)
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The!reduction!of!tetronothiodin!by!NaBH4!has!been!used!to!afford!the!two!epimeric!alcohols!2a!
and! 2b,! allowing! assignment! of! the! position! of! the! carboxylic! acid! moiety! on! this! structure!






















































R1 = R2 = C=O
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A!nOe!between!H9!and!H5b!revealed!the!cis!diaxial!relationship!between!these!protons!(Figure!
1.33);! in! the!same!way,!H23!and!H25!are!cis! (Figure!1.34).!A!small!coupling!constant! (J!=!2!Hz)!
between! H9! and! H8! indicated! a! pseudoaxial! orientation! for! H9! which! was! confirmed! by! the!
dihedral! angle! value! (70!∼! 80°)! formed!between!H9! and! the!plane!of! the!double!bond!C7=C8!
with!the!bond!C8>C9.!A!strong!nOe!between!H5a!and!H27!combined!with!a!weak!nOe!between!







recovered!without!epimerization!at!C25!by! treating! the! sample!with!methanol.! The! finding!of!
these!studies!was!the!existence!of!only!one!stable!configuration!possible! in!solution:! the! less!






The! structure! and! its! relative! stereochemistry! are! claimed! on! the! basis! of! detailed!
spectroscopic!analyses!but!are!not!supported!by!X>ray!crystallography.!The!optical!rotation!has!
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the! macrocyclisation,! and! finally! construction! of! the! functionalized! tetrahydrothiophene!
fragment!that!was!already!under!investigation!in!our!group.!
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In!1969,!chlorothricolide!6! (Figure!1.36)!has!been!described!as! the!aglycone!of! the!macrolide!
antibiotic! chlorothricin,79!isolated! from! a! culture! broth! of! Streptomyces# antibioticus.80!This!
chlorothricin!family!is!known!to!exert!active!inhibitory!effects!against!pyruvate!carboxylase,!an!
enzyme! involved! in! the! conversion! process! of! pyruvate! into! oxalacetate,! and! weak!
antimicrobial! action! against! gram>positive! bacteria.81!It! has! also! been! shown! to! specifically!









(Figure! 1.36)!was! found! to! be! highly! potent! as! an! inhibitor! of!mouse! experimental! tumours!
such!as! sarcoma!180!and!P388! leukemia,89,90!and!Bcl>2! function.91!It! also!possesses! inhibitory!
activities!on!RNA!and!protein!synthesis!but!has!no!effect!on!DNA!synthesis.92!
!
PA>46101! A! (Figure! 1.36)! is! an! antibiotic,! discovered! in! the! fermentation! of! a! Streptomyces!
strain.!It!shows!great!in#vitro!inhibitory!effect!towards!anaerobic!gram>positive,!but!only!weak!
activity! against! Gram>negative! bacteria! and! a! limited! number! of! species! of! aerobic! Gram>
positive!ones.!However,!no!antitumour!or! antifungal! action!was!observed! in! the!presence!of!
this!antibiotic.93!
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A!culture!of!Streptomyces#versipellis#4083;SVS6!has!produced!versipelostatin94!(Figure!1.36)!as!
the! first! compound! capable! of! blocking! GRP78,! whose! role! is! to! help! proteins! in! the!
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single! culture! of! Saccharothrix# aerocolonigenes! subsp.! antibiotica! SCC1886,! showing!
antimicrobial!effects,!in!particular!similar!gram>positive!actions!to!kijanimicin.98,99!





by! their! distinct! substituents! on! the! four! cyclohexene! rings! (Figure! 1.37),! was! identified! in!
1991 101 !from! a! culture! of! Amycolatopsis# orientalis! No.! Q427>8.! All! these! compounds!
demonstrate!inhibitory!actions!against!herpes!and!influenza!virus!type!A,!and!show!the!capacity!
to! improve! the! resistance! of! the! human! immune! system! towards! virus! invasion.102,103!As! the!
structure! below! showed,! quartromicin! is! a! 32>membered! symmetrical! macrolide! with! four!




spirotetronic! acid!moiety,! are! all! bioactive,! and!might! be! useful! tools! for! clinical! tests.! Thus,!
these!antibiotics!have!aroused!great! interest! among! scientific! researchers!and! this! attraction!
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!
Components! R1! R2! R3!
Quartromicin!A1! α>D>Galactopyranosyl! CHO! CHO!
Quartromicin!A2! α>D>Galactopyranosyl! CHO! CH2OH!
Quartromicin!A3! α>D>Galactopyranosyl! CH2OH! CH2OH!
Quartromicin!D1! H! CHO! CHO!
Quartromicin!D2! H! CHO! CH2OH!









Yoshii! and! co>workers,! was! based! on! the! Diels>Alder! reaction.104!Two! synthetic! routes! were!
proposed! to! reach! the! target.! The! first! one! used! (trimethylsilyl)oxy! triene! 14! and! propargyl!
aldehyde!as!the!dienophile!to!realise!the![2!+!4]!cycloaddition!(Scheme!1.2).!The!cycloaddition!
step!provided!a!mixture!of!two!regioisomers!15!and!16,!but!with!a!poor!diastereoisomeric!ratio!
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1) i-Bu2AlH, Et2O, 0 οC
2) t-Bu(Me)2SiCl, imidazole,
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from!the! (γ>methylene)tetronate!22! in!Diels>Alder! cycloadditions!with!25! in!order! to! find! the!
best! combination! to! induce!high! selectively! in! the!desired! spirotetronic! acid!moiety! (Scheme!
1.4).! In! each! cycloaddition! reaction! of! triene! 25! with! dienophile! 26,! a! mixture! of! three!
cycloadducts!27!(the!endo>adduct),!28!(the!exo>adduct)!and!29!(the!regioisomeric!adduct)!were!
generated!with!reasonable! to!good!yields.!Unfortunately,! the!desired!exo>diastereoisomer!28!
was! isolated! in! low! yield.! The!best! results!were! obtained!when! the! dienophile!26e! (R! =! 2,4>
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26a! 57! 67!:!23!:!10! 16!
26b! 67! 65!:!24!:!11! 23!
26c! 66! !!68!:!23!:!9! 17!
26d! 78! !!66!:!23!:!11! 22.5!
26e! 79! !!61!:!24!:!15! 24!
!




approach,! whilst! the! preparation! of# exo>spirotetronate! has! demonstrated! to! be! rather!
challenging.!An! indirect!Diels>Alder!method!was!designed! in!order! to! give! access! to! the!exo>
fragment!in!a!high!yield!since!no!direct!route!had!been!successful.!Indeed,!it!suffered!from!the!










28 (a - e)
25
OMe





















R = (a) Me, (b) Me3C, (c) C6H5, (d) 2,4-F2C6H3, (e) 2,4-Cl2C6H3.
OH
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According! to! Corey! and! Loh,106!the! oxazaborolidine! (Scheme! 6)! plays! an! effective! role! of!



















































37 R = H



















39 R = −






3 : 1 d.s.
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bromoacrolein! with! either! cyclopentadienes! or! isoprene.! Indeed,! this! strategy! allowed! the!
formation!of!cycloadducts!with!high!enantioselectivity!and!diastereoselectivity;!the!exo>adduct!




















shown! the! preparation! of! the! spirotetronate! fragment! using!α>bromoacrolein! (Scheme! 1.7).!






















Oxazaborolidine Model of interactions between the catalyst, 
α-bromoacrolein and cyclopentadiene
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at!the!most!hindered!α>bromoaldehyde!stereocentre!in!order!to!generate!the!exo>adduct!45!by!







The! synthesis! of! the! different! spirotetronate! parts! aimed! to! synthesize! quartromicin!D3.! The!
two!spirotetronate! fragments! that!had!been!prepared! in!a! racemic!manner!were! required!as!
single!enantiomers.!Lewis>catalysed!Diels>Alder!reactions!were!then!tested!with!various!chiral!
dienophiles! such! as! an!N>acryloyl! imide! and! an!N>acryloyl! sultam! (Scheme! 8).! The! synthesis!
with! N>acryloyl! sultam! exhibited! the! best! results,! with! a! high! diastereoselectivity! of! 7:1! in!








MeAlCl2, toluene, −78 oC
96%








    0 o to 23 oC
2) NaOMe, MeOH,
    0 o to 23 oC
96%
1) PhSH, NaOH,
    t-BuOH, H2O,
    80 oC
2) mCPBA, CH2Cl2,






















44 45 46 R = TBS
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This! cycloaddition! of! the! diene! 41! with! the! chosen! chiral! dienophile! is! one! of! the! first!












CH2Cl2, −78 o to 0 oC
66%


































5 : 1 d.s.
52
DMDO, CH2Cl2,
−78 oC to 0 oC
78%













    0 oC
2) DIBALH, THF,





57 R = Ac
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b. Importance*of*chiral*dienophiles*(R)!60*and*(R)!61*
Roush! and! coworkers111,112!have! synthesized! and!used! the! chiral! 5>methylene>1,3>dioxolan>4>
ones! (R)I60! and! (R)I61! (Figure! 1.39)! to! improve! the! efficiency! of! the! asymmetric!Diels>Alder!
reactions! involved! in! the! spirotetronate! subunit! syntheses.! These! experiments! have!







diastereofacial! manner,! and! is! thus! the! favorite! substrate! among! the! chiral! dienophiles! in!
synthetic! applications.!Moreover,! this! compound! preferentially! undergoes! exo>specific! Diels>
Alder! reactions.! According! to! Berson, 113 !this! tendency! could! be! explained! by! the! dipole!
moment,!resulting!from!the! interaction!between!the!permanent!dipoles!of!the!diene!and!the!
dienophile,! in! the! transition! state.! The! dipole! moments! formed! in! the! exo! transition! state!

















(R)-60   R = t-Bu
(R)-61   R = C6H11
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Numerous! dienes! and! trienes! have! been! used! in! diastereo>! and! enantioselective! Diels>Alder!
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to! the! one! that! entailed! the! preliminary! preparation! of! both! top! and! bottom! half! subunits!
followed!by!their!association.!
The! tandem! inter/intramolecular! Diels>Alder! cycloaddition! of! hexaenoate! 79! with! the! chiral!
dienophile!(R)I61!was!realised!at!high!temperature!to!give!the!exo>cycloadduct!80!as!the!major!
product!in!which!seven!asymmetric!centres!were!created,!the!IMDA!adduct!81!with!the!triene!





































1) TBDMSCl, DMF, 
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trimethylsilyl!bulky!directing!group,!which! is!placed!at!the!position!C9,!was!deemed!to!have!a!
crucial!role!in!the!modulation!of!the!stereochemical!arrangement!of!IMDA!reaction,!permitting!
the! formation! of! the! bottom! fragment! of! (−)>chlorothricolide.! The! compound! 81! could! be!
reused!under!similar!conditions!to!afford!additional!80! through!the! isomerization!pathway!of!
the! substituted! C20>C21! double! bond.! Methanolysis! of! the! intermediate! 80! was! followed! by!
esterification,!Dieckmann!cyclization!and!protection!by!MOMCl!to!provide!the!molecule!82.!The!
removal! of! the! two! allyl! protecting! groups!was! then! performed! in! the! presence! of! catalytic!
amount!of!Pd(0)!and!stoichiometric!dimedone,!affording!the!compound!83!in!two!steps.!BOPCl>
induced!macrolactonization! of! the! corresponding! seco>acid! 83! occurred! in! 50%! yield,! and! a!
four>step!sequence!completed!the!synthesis!of!(−)>chlorothricolide!85!(Scheme!1.13).!
!
This! synthetic! route! was! achieved! in! approximately! 2%! overall! yield! and! a! twenty>step!
sequence! including! the! preliminary! preparation! of! the! hexanoate! 79! in! ten! steps! from! an!
acetylenic! ketone.! The! key! tandem! inter/intramolecular! Diels>Alder! cycloaddition! helped! to!
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    −78 o to 0 oC; then
    MOMCl, HMPA
2) Pd(PPh3)4, THF,







82 R = allyl



































(R)-61 (2 equiv.), Cl2C=CHCl, 125 oC, 28-36 h: 
increase of quantity of 80 up to 58% from 81.
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The! protected! spirotetronate! fragment! 89! was! prepared! in! several! steps! from! the! bicyclic!
alcohol! 86,! including! the! intramolecular! Claisen! condensation! of! the! α>acetoxy>γ>lactone!
feature.!Unfortunately,!the!product!of!this!step!was!obtained!in!a!low!yield!and!the!oxidation!of!
the! free! alcohol! into! the! corresponding! aldehyde,! essential! to! extend! the! length! of! the! side!
chain,! led!to! the!deprotection!of! the!secondary!alcohol!by!a!putative!β>elimination!step.!This!
synthetic!strategy!was!not!pursued!any!further.!
ii. Intramolecular#Diels;Alder#reaction#(IMDA)#













MOMO1) mCPBA, NaHCO3, CH2Cl2
2) Swern
3) PPTS, MeOH
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second! generation! synthesis! in! which! the! two! methyl! substituents! on! the! cyclohexene! ring!
would!have!the!desired!stereochemistry!established!at!an!earlier!stage.!!
iii. Claisen#rearrangement#reaction#











mixture of three 
cycloadducts
1) mCPBA, CH2Cl2, −78 oC

































































    BF3.Et2O
2) Ac2O, pyridine, 
    CH2Cl2, 2 h
3) TMSCHN2, 
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chiral! oxaziridine! to! afford! 104a! and! 104b.! Subsequently,! an! ozonolysis>intramolecular! aldol!
sequence! was! followed! by! a! four>step! sequence,! which! provided! the! intermediate! 107! in! a!
reasonable!yield.!Several!more!steps,! in!particular!reduction!of!109!under!Luche!conditions126!


































1) LDA, THF, TBSCl, HMPA
2) TMSCHN2
96%
LiNEt2, THF, −78 oC
61%
104a R1 = CO2Me, R2 = OH

































3) NaBH4, then TMSCHN2
4) TBDPSCl, imidazole, DMF
65%
1) DIBALH, THF, 
     −78 oC
2) Swern
63%
1) Piperidine, CaCl2, 
    Benzene
2) PhSeCl, −78 oC
3) H2O2, THF
84%
1) NaBH4, CeCl3, MeOH
2) TBSOTf, 2,6-lutidine,
    CH2Cl2, −78 oC
3) LHMDS, THF, −78 oC
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and!Wittig!olefination!helped!to!extend!the! length!of! the!side!chain!at! the!position!C1,!giving!
selectively! the! chiral! intermediate! 114.! The! protected! compound! 115! was! provided! after! a!
sequence!of!several!steps!suffering!from!poor!yields.!Finally,!the!target!spirotetronate!subunit!






1) LiBEt3H (3.3 equiv.), THF, 0 oC, 30 min
    then H2O2-NaOH-H2O, r.t, 15 min
2) TBDMSCl, imidazole, CH2Cl2, r.t, 
    overnight
3) PCC, MeCO2Na, 3  A molecular sieves, 
















2) TBAF, THF, r.t
1) PCC, MeCO2Na, 3  A molecular sieves, 

















1) OsO4, Me3N(O), 
    acetone-H2O, r.t
2) MeOCH2Cl, iPrNEt, 




1) K2CO3-MeOH, (1 : 250),
    r.t, 10 min
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e. Previous*work*within*the*Page*group*








The! Nef! reaction!was! unsuccessful,! suggesting! that! the! formation! of! the! nitronate! anion! by!
deprotonation!of! the!nitro! compound!120! did! not! occur.!Other!methods!were! attempted! to!
afford! the! required! nitronate! anion,! but! resulted! in! decomposition! of! the! starting! material.!
Thus,!an!alternative!approach!was!investigated.!
!
The!new!route!consisted! in!performing!a!Diels>Alder! reaction!between! the!hydroxydiene!118!
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However,! problems!were! encountered! in! the! formation!of! the! intermediate! sulfide!127,! and!
therefore!the!cyclohexenone!128!could!not!be!obtained.!
!
The! Page! group! has! also! explored! Diels>Alder! reactions! of! dienes! performed!with! the! chiral!
dienophile!(R)I60.!
!
A! synthetic! route! towards! the! oxaspirobicyclic! unit! 3! was! then! devised! through! a! highly!
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However,! problems! were! encountered! with! the! Diels>Alder! reaction,! even! though! various!





A! stereocontrolled! intramolecular! process,! using! a! “temporary! silicon! connection”,! has! been!
developed! by! Stork134!and! shown! to! be! a! useful! tool! in! stereogenic! syntheses.! A! modified!
approach!based!on!the!IMDA!reaction!in!which!the!diene!and!the!vinylsilane!dienophile!were!
bound!through!the!intermediate!of!the!silicon!was!envisaged!by!the!Page!group,!because!this!
intramolecular! cyclisation! should! be! faster! than! the! corresponding! intermolecular!
cycloaddition.!Moreover,!the!C>Si!bond!in!the!cycloadduct!could!be!easily!converted!into!either!
a!C>C!bond!or!a!C>O!bond!with!retention!of!stereochemistry!in!the!presence!of!a!Si>O!bond.135!
These! IMDA! reactions! are! thus! regiospecific,! and! their! endo/exo! selectivity! depends! on! the!





























    THF-MeOH, 
    H2O, 4 h
2) TBDPSCl, 
    imidazole, 
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This! synthetic! methodology! entailed! the! stereoselective! synthesis! of! the! oxaspirobicyclic!
fragment!143!as!a!diastereoisomeric!precursor!of!3.!It!has!been!synthesized!in!five!steps!from!





























































1) NaHMDS (3 equiv.)
1) KHMDS, −78°C to 0°C
140
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This! synthetic! approach! has! consisted! of! the! preparation! of! the! Wittig! salt! 137! from! 3>
bromopropanol!and!triphenylphosphine! in!dry! toluene!under!reflux! in!96%!yield,! followed!by!
the! formation!of! the! (E,E)>5>methylhepta>3,5>dien>1>ol!138! in! presence!of!n>butyllithium!and!
trans>2>methyl!butenal!at!0!°C!in!72%!yield.!The!synthesis!of!the!dienol!138!allowed!the!study!






sodium!bis(trimethylsilyl)amide!at!−78!°C! to!generate! the!corresponding!enolate,! followed!by!
treatment! with! (1S)>(+)>(10>camphorsulfonyl)! oxaziridine! or! molecular! oxygen,! yielded! the!
hydroxylactone! 141! as! a! single! diastereoisomer! in! 57%! yield.! Single>crystal! X>ray! diffraction!
permitted! to! reveal! that! the!α–hydroxylation! reaction! took! place! only! on! the! least! hindered!
face! of! the! compound! 140.! Acylation! of! the! free! tertiary! alcohol! group! with! ethyl! malonyl!
chloride!in!the!presence!of!2,6>di>t>butyl>4>methyl!pyridine!in!dichloromethane!gave!compound!
142!in!98%!yield.!Deprotonation!of!the!malonyl!moiety!with!lithium!bis(trimethylsilyl)amide!at!
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seen! above.! The! opened! form! of! the! lactol! ring! underwent! a! Wittig! reaction! (87%)! and! a!
protection!of!the!primary!alcohol!to!afford!the!olefin!145! (58%).!The! latter!was!oxidized!with!
catalytic!vanadium!in!the!presence!of!dioxygen,!followed!by!the!enolization!of!the!aldehyde!to!
give! the! silyl! enol! ether! 147! in! 5%! yield! over! two! steps.! The! reaction! was! followed! by! a!
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In! summary,! the! α–hydroxylation! reaction! is! the! key! step! in! the! synthesis! of! the! target!
compound!3.!Previous!experiments!showed!that!this!reaction!takes!place!exclusively!from!the!
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The! different! investigations! carried! out! within! the! Page! group,! have! revealed! that! the!








































































































The!first!three!steps! in!the!synthesis! leading!to! lactol!5!were!previously!reported,1!permitting!




In! 1953,! Wittig! and! Geissler2! described! the! reactivity! of! the! pentavalent! phosphorus! in! the!
synthesis! of! alkenes! from! carbonyl! compounds! with! phosphorus! ylides! (or! phosphoranes),!







The! name! ‘ylide’! was! given! in! reference! to! the! nature! of! the! P=C! bond! that! is! a!mixture! of!
homopolar!‘yl’!and!ionic!‘ide’!linkages.5!However,!theoretical!calculations!showed!that!the!ylide!
is!essentially!represented!by!the!dipolar!form!15a!because!of!the!presence!of!d=orbitals!on!the!
phosphorus! atom,! which! are! crucial! to! polarize! efficiently! the! electron! density! around! the!
phosphorus! and! away! from! the! carbanionic! charge.! This! phenomenon! is! consistent!with! the!
delocalization!of!carbanionic!electrons! toward! the!positive!phosphoric!charge! to! increase! the!
stability!of!the!ylides,!explaining!thus!the!shorter!length!of!the!P=C!bond.6,7,8!
!
























Three! distinct! types! of! ylides! have! been! observed! based! on! the! nature! of! the! R1! and! R2!
substituents.!Phosphonium!salts!that!bear!electron=withdrawing!groups!at!the!α–position!with!
respect! to! the! phosphorus! atom! are! significantly! more! acidic,! and! can! be! deprotonated! by!
weaker!bases.!If!at!least!one!of!the!electron=withdrawing!groups!is!strong!(=CO2R,!=SO2R…)!as!in!
the! case! of! phosphine! oxides! or! phosphonate! carbanions! (Horner=Wadsworth=Emmons!
reactions),! the!ylide! is! considered! to!be! stabilized.11,12! Species! containing!at! least!one!aryl!or!
alkenyl!function!are!judged!less!stabilizing!and!called!semi=stabilized!ylides.!Finally,!the!systems!
which!possess!solely!non=polar!substituents!like!proton,!alkyl!or!aryl!groups,!do!not!lead!to!the!
stabilization! of! the! negatively! charged! carbon! and! have! been! demonstrated! to! be! highly!
reactive.!These!compounds!are!thus!named!non=stabilized!ylides.!!
!
Two! possible! pathways! have! been! envisaged! for! the! olefination! reaction.! The! first! route! is!
performed!through!the!formation!of!two!key!intermediates;!in!the!presence!of!lithium!salts,!the!
unstable! betaine! 21! is! generated! and! rapidly! converted! into! a! four=membered! ring!






































The! oxaphosphetane! intermediates! produced! by! the! reactions! of! a! non=stabilized! ylide!with!





cis=selectivity,!which! is! improved! in! the! presence! of! polar! aprotic! solvents! such! as! DMSO! or!
DMF!and!at!low!temperatures.14!The!addition!of!an!ylide!to!a!carbonyl!compound!is!possible!by!
an! interaction!between! the!π–orbital!of! the!ylide!and! the!π*–orbital!of! the!carbonyl! species.!
The!mechanism!of! this! [2+2]! cycloaddition! showed! that! the!decisive! step! is! the! formation!of!







































































































due! to! the!kinetic! control.19!Hence,!multiple!mechanistic!possibilities! for! the!Wittig! reactions!
are!strongly!dependent!upon!the!nature!of!phosphonium!ylides!and!the!structure!of!carbonyl!












equilibrate! more! easily! into! the! corresponding! ylide! and! carbonyl! species! than! the! trans=
intermediates.22!Maryanoff!and!co=workers!supported! these!results!by!studying! the! influence!




































Experiments! performed! on! aldehydosugars! supported! the! fact! that! the! solvent! has! a!














































Conformer A Conformer B











Triphenylphosphine!oxide! is! the!side=product!of! this! transformation,!and!separation! from!the!
dienol! 4! was! found! to! be! challenging.! After! the! work=up,! cold! diethyl! ether! was! used! to!
precipitate!a!high!quantity!of!triphenylphosphine!oxide!from!the!reaction!mixture.!Finally,!the!




































Six delocalised π-electrons 








potential! creation! of! a! maximum! of! four! asymmetric! centres! in! one! single! step.! These!






In! the! ‘normal’! Diels=Alder! reaction,! the! highest! occupied! molecular! orbital! (HOMO)! of! the!































Diene                                                                                     Dienophile
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The!higher! energy! level! of! the!diene!HOMO!and! lower! energy! level! of! the!dienophile! LUMO!




the! dienophile! such! as! o=quinodimethane! (OQDM,! extremely! reactive! diene)! and! have!
numerous!different!substituents,!but!is!conformationally!limited:!it!is!required!to!be!conjugated!
with! a! cisoïd=geometry.! For! example,! butadiene,! which! prefers! normally! to! adopt! a! less!
hindered!conformation,! i.e!the!trans=geometry!with!the!two!double!bonds!turned!away,!must!






The! dienophile! component! is! usually! required! to! be! strained! or! electron=poor! through!
activation! by! an! electron=withdrawing! group! (=COR,! =CO2R,! =CN,! =NO2,! =SO2R,! =SOAr,! etc…)!


















The! dienophile! is! a! Michael! acceptor.! According! to! the! theory! of! frontier! orbitals,! the!
conjugation!of!the!double!bond!with!an!electron=withdrawing!group!such!as!a!carbonyl!group!







If! there! is! dissymmetry! in! the! coefficients! of! both! HOMO! and! LUMO,! the! reaction! is! regio=!
controlled!and!the!bond! is! formed!between!the!atoms!with!the!two!highest!coefficients.! In!a!
‘normal’!Diels=Alder!reaction,!a!diene!substituent!at!the!position!1!tends!to!guide!the!addition!





-outside of the ring






















It! is! well! accepted! that! most! Diels=Alder! reactions! follow! a! concerted! mechanism! in! a!




































trans-Dienophile                                                                                    trans-Product








which! should! be! favoured.! However,! the! endo! geometry! is! usually! observed! in! the!







This! phenomenon! can! be! explained! by! frontier! orbital! theory.! Secondary! orbital! interactions!
between! the! two! π=systems,! also! known! as! π=stacking! effects,! allow! stabilization! of! the!
intermediate! structure,! and! thus! favour! the! cycloaddition.! One! of! the! best! and! simpliest!













































The!exo=stereoisomer! can!be! also!obtained!when! the!Diels=Alder! reactions! are! reversible.!As!
reported! above,! many! factors! such! as! secondary! orbital! overlap,! steric! effects,! or! dipolar!
interactions,!account!for!the!resulting!endo:exo!ratio.!A!good!example!of!these!observations!is!
the! addition! of! cyclopentadiene! to! acrylate! species! in! methanol,! which! affords! the! endo!
product!32a!in!90%!yield!when!methyl!acrylate!is!used!but!gives!the!exo!adduct!32b!(the!most!





















32a                               
endo                              
90 %    






































Influence of Lewis acids on regioselectivity
Influence of Lewis acids on stereoselectivity
H CO2Me
CO2Me H
37a                               
endo                              
90     











33 34 35a 35b
CO2Me





The! excellent! yield! of! this! reaction! can! be! explained! by! the! hypothesis! that! there! is! an!







two! different! spectra! obtained! from! two! separate! reactions.! A! sample! of! the! 5c! has! been!
analysed!on!the!NMR!apparatus!at!three!distinct!temperatures!(r.t,!60!and!80!°C),!expecting!to!
observe! the! lactol! at! a! higher! temperature! but! the! spectrum! remained! the! same.! The!
experimental! conditions! of! both! reactions! have! been! reviewed! meticulously! to! determine!




We! could! not! determine!which! one! of! the! diastereoisomers!was! predominantly! obtained! as!
they!could!not!be!separable! (only!one!spot!on! the! tlc!plate),!but!we!assumed! that! the! lactol!
with!the!hydroxyl!group!at!the!cis!position!of!H8a!and!the!open!form!with!the!aldehyde!group!in!




























                 
Major!lactol!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Minor!lactol!
                





























































Diels=Alder! reaction,38! but! it! was! only! in! the! early! 1980’s! that! its! accelerating! effect! was!








more! than!3.74!g!of! starting!material!4! (20.54!mmol,!85%)!where! the!yield!dropped!but! still!








39a                                    39b
endo                                  exo                  rate
80%                                   20%                   1



























essential! for! the! Diels=Alder! reaction! to! occur,! and! consequently,! the! ring! closure! seems!






















Other!strategies! to!synthesize! the!desired!open! form!of!11!with!a!protected!alcohol! function!
were! attempted! in! our! group! but! were! unsuccessful.! Finally,! a! sequence! of! three! steps,!
containing!a!reduction!of! the! lactol!5,! followed!by! its!protection!at!the! less!hindered!primary!






Various! literature! reports! have! shown! successful! lactol! ring! openings! employing! several!
different!reaction!conditions!such!as!reducing!reagents,!in!particular!lithium!aluminium!hydride!
(LAH)! and! sodium! borohydride! (NaBH4),48,49! which! are! the! most! used! agents! at! low!
temperature!and!afford!diols!in!high!yields.!!
!
Sodium!borohydride!was! chosen! as! the! reducing! agent! in! our! reaction.!NaBH4!was! added! in!
small!portions!until!complete!dissolution!at!0! °C!to!a!solution!of!the!lactol!5!in!ethanol,!and!the!

































































the! more! sterically! hindered! hydroxyl! function! (the! nearest! =OH! to! the! cyclohexene! ring).!




Since! the! 1970’s,! different! literature! reports! have! described! selective! protection! of! hydroxyl!
groups!using!silyl!protecting!groups.!Their!stability!is!fully!dependent!on!the!size!and!electronic!
nature!of!their!substituents.50!Protection!of!the!primary!alcohol!of!9!was!first!attempted!with!
the! use! of! a! TMS! ether,! the! reaction! was! followed! by! tlc,! which! showed! that! the! starting!
material!was!consumed.!However,!interpretation!of!the!1H!NMR!spectrum!of!the!crude!mixture!







































higher! sterically! demanding! protecting! group! such! as! tert=butyldiphenylsilyl! ether.! The! latter!
has!been!demonstrated!to!be!more!stable!than!the!other!silyl!protecting!groups!under!various!




























OH TBDPSCl (1.1 equiv.),
Imidazole, CH2Cl2,



































































instability! and! poor! solubility! in! most! organic! solvents,! until! 1983! when! Dess! and! Martin!
introduced!a!mild! iodine=based!oxidant!capable!of! transforming!successfully!alcohols! into!the!
corresponding! carbonyl! adducts!without! overoxidation.! This! stable! oxidant! reagent!was! later!




















0 oC to r.t, overnight
99%
TsOH.H2O, Ac2O















DMP! is! soluble! in! various! organic! solvents,! but! usually! produces! excellent! results! in! the!
oxidation!of!alcohols!60!to!carbonyl!compounds!61! in!dichloromethane!at!room!temperature.!






The! oxidation! reaction! with! DMP! starts! with! the! nucleophilic! attack! of! the! alcohol! on! the!
hypervalent!iodine!compound,!leading!to!the!removal!of!an!acetate!group!from!DMP!and!thus!














































































tert=Butyl!alcohol! can!be!added! into! the! reaction! to!prevent! this!behaviour,!but! the!complex!
formed!is!difficult!to!separate!from!the!carbonyl!compound.!
!
However,! the!presence!of!a!controlled!quantity!of!water!was! reported! to! increase! the!speed!






In! our! strategy,! DMP! was! used! as! the! oxidant! with! the! alcohol! substrate! 10! to! form! the!






















































Several! other! oxidations! have! been! used! by! our! group,! in! particular! IBX.! Unlike! DMP,! IBX! is!
moisture=stable,!and!the!oxidation!reaction!can!be!carried!out! in!an!open!vessel!without!any!
special! precautions! such! as! inert! atmosphere! or! dry! solvent.63! Stevenson! has! detected! the!
existence! of! two! possible! solid! forms! of! IBX! 58a! and! 58b,! possessing! distinct! solubility!
properties!and!efficiency!in!the!DMP!synthesis!and!the!oxidation!reactions.!The!populations!of!
the!two!forms!depend!mainly!on!technical!experimental!conditions!such!as!the!stirring!velocity.!
The! species!58a! has! been! demonstrated! to! be!much!more! reactive! than!58b,! which! can! be!







but! it! is! also! highly! insoluble! in! most! organic! solvents! except! in! DMSO.65! However,! IBX! is!
potentially!explosive!when!it!is!exposed!to!strong!impact!or!temperature!over!200!oC.!Recently,!
Depernet! developed! a! similar! compound! to! IBX,! termed! SIBX,! which! contains! IBX! with! a!
controlled! amount! of! benzoic! acid! and! isophthalic! acid! to! avoid! the! explosive! nature! of! this!
oxidant.66!But!the!reactivity!of!SIBX!is!limited!compared!to!IBX.!!
!
The! compatibility! of! IBX!with!numerous! functional! groups! and! its! versatility!make! it! a! useful!



























The! presence! of! amino! groups! does! not! interfere! with! the! oxidation! of! a! hydroxyl! function!
when!the!oxidant!used! is! IBX.!For!example,! reaction!of! the!amino=alcohol!compound!69!with!







fast! equilibrium! with! the! formation! of! a! reactive! intermediate! 71! occurs! through! a! ligand!
exchange! pathway! between! the! alcohol! 60! and! a! molecule! of! water,! providing! the! desired!
























IBX (5 equiv.), TFA,







materials! and! reduces! the! rate! of! oxidation.! Therefore,! special! precautions! such! as! inert!
atmosphere!or!dry!solvent,!which!partially!minimize!the!amount!of!water! in!the!reaction,!are!








































































In! 2002,!More! and! Finney69! reported! the! utility! of! IBX! as! a! solid=phase! oxidizing! reagent! for!
alcohols! to! carbonyl! compounds! in! numerous! solvents! despite! its! low! solubility.! In! fact,! IBX!
becomes!relatively!soluble!in!most!organic!solvents!at!high!temperatures,70!and!the!use!of!inert!
solvents!such!as!EtOAc!or!DCE!allows!the!separation!of!the!excess!oxidant!and!the!resulting!by=
products! at! room! temperature! by! simple! filtration.! Concentration! of! the! filtrate! affords! the!






























When! we! used! IBX! with! EtOAc! as! the! solvent! under! reflux! for! 4! h,! the! aldehyde! 11! was!






Two!products!are!generated!during! the!oxidation!of! the!secondary!amine!75!with!m=CPBA! in!



































In! general,! peracids! oxidize! various! functions! such! as! amines! or! ketones! but! are! compatible!
with! alcohol! groups.! Therefore,! the! nitroxide! function! was! thought! to! be! involved! in! the!
oxidation!of!alcohols! to! carbonyl! compounds.! Indeed,!2,2,6,6=tetramethylpiperidine=1=oxyl!79!
(TEMPO)! combined! with! an! oxidizing! reagent! such! as! m=CPBA! has! been! demonstrated! to!














































The! addition! of! the! alcohol! group! to! the! oxoammonium! salt!82! allows! the! formation! of! the!













this! standard! protocol.! The! problem! of! this! method! is! the! presence! of! HOCl,! a! secondary!



































TEMPO (1% mol), NaOCl, KBr (0.1 equiv.),






Piancatelli! replaced! the! secondary! oxidant! with! [bis(acetoxy)iodo]benzene! (BAIB)! and!
performed! the! reaction! “in! an! open! flask! without! any! particular! precaution,! e.g.,! inert!






























PhI(OAc)2 PhI 2 AcOH
I










stirred!with!a! few!drops!of!water! to!provide!a!controlled!amount!of!water! in! the! reaction;!a!
mixture!of!TEMPO!and!BAIB!was!then!added!to!the!solution!at!room!temperature!to!synthesize!


































































The! highly! reactive! chlorodimethylsulfonium! chloride! 93,! generated! in! this! reaction,! was!
initially!prepared! from!dimethyl! sulfoxide!90!with!oxalyl! chloride!91! through! the!nucleophilic!
attack!of!the!chloride!ion!on!the!sulfur!site!of!the!cation!species!92.!This!reaction!occurs!with!a!
concomitant! formation! of! carbon! dioxide! and! monoxide,! which! are! both! gases.! Addition! of!
alcohol!60! to! the!activated!DMSO!93!affords! the!activated!alcohol!species!94! that!undergoes!






































The!solution!containing! the!alcohol!compound!9! in! the!same!solvent!was! then!added!slowly,!



































































reaction,! as! the! activated! DMSO! is! not! stable! at! higher! temperature! in! order! to! avoid!
decomposition.!!
!
Swern! oxidation! was! found! to! be! remarkably! regioselective;! no! other! functionalities! of! the!
molecule!were!affected!by!Swern!conditions,!despite! the!excess!of!each! reactant.!Moreover,!
the!crude!mixture!obtained!could!be!directly!used!in!the!next!step!as!the!by=products!did!not!





























The!silylation!of! the! in" situ=formed!enolate!was! first!attempted!with! trimethylsilyl! chloride! in!







enolates! has! been! performed! in! high! yields.89! In! our! case,! triisopropylsilyl! triflate! was! used!












makes! it! a! better! leaving! group! than! the! chloride! ion.! The! aldehyde! species!11! reacted!with!







The! limited! yield! of! silyloxyalkenes! 12! could! be! explained! by! steric! hindrance! within! the!




Therefore,! the! work=up! with! a! saturated! solution! of! CuSO4! was! carried! out! rapidly.! The!
purification! of! the! crude!material! was! also! attempted! on! neutral! alumina,! but! the! obtained!
















































































































Hence,! this! synthesis!proved! that! the!mechanism!of! the!hydroxylation! follows! the! first! route!
with!the!formation!of!the!oxocarbenium!ion!100a!(Scheme!2.67).!
!
Dimethyldioxirane! (DMDO)! 107! was! used! as! the! oxidant! reagent! instead! of!m=CPBA! in! the!
formation!of!the!α–hydroxy!aldehyde!from!the!silyloxyalkene!12!because!our!compounds!are!
acid!sensitive.!DMDO!has!often!been!used!in!the!oxidation!of!silyl!enol!ethers.95,96!The!use!of!









































































reasonable! quantity! of! DMDO,!made! the! stirring! quite! difficult! even!when! a! large!magnetic!
stirring! bar! was! used.! The! warm! water! bath! was! renewed! regularly! to! maintain! the!
temperature!between!30!o!to!40!oC!as!the!reaction!lasted!approximately!two!hours.!Finally,!a!
manual! pressure! controller,! connected! between! the! condenser! and! the! vacuum! pump,! was!
used! to! meticulously! regulate! the! pressure.! Those! parameters! were! required! to! be! well!
controlled,!as!the!distillation!of!DMDO!can!be!explosive.!!
!
The! collected! solution! of! DMDO! was! flushed! with! nitrogen! gas,! sealed! with! a! septum! and!
stored! in! the! freezer,!whilst! the! rest!of! the!products! in! the! reaction! flask!were!quenched!by!
using!sodium!or!potassium!sulfite.!
!
The!concentration!of! the!distilled!DMDO!solution!was!determined!by!an! iodometric! titration,!
which!was!rapidly!performed!using!an!aqueous!solution!of!sodium!thiosulfate!from!a!solution!
of!DMDO!in!a!mixture!of!sodium!iodide,!glacial!acetic!acid!and!water,!until!disappearance!of!the!















not! observed! and!we! decided! that! no!more! oxidant!would! be! added,! as! epoxidation! of! the!
intracyclic!double!bond!could!have!occurred!even! if! the! tri=substituted!double!bond! is! rather!
unreactive.!Oxidation!of!the!triisopropylsilyloxyalkene!12!in!the!presence!of!DMDO!in!acetone!
gave!a!mixture!of!two!diastereoisomeric!hydroxyaldehyde!species!13a!and!13b!in!a!ratio!in!53%!
yield! (Scheme! 2.71).! Actually,! the! ratio! varied! between! 5:2! and! 5:3! depending! of! the!









of! various! impurities,!with! similar!polarities! and!Rf! values,! initially!prevented! the!purification!
and! isolation!of! the!diastereoisomers!as! single!compounds,!although!a!very!small!quantity!of!
the!major! product!was! isolated.! Thus,!we!decided! to! keep! a! certain! quantity! of!13! to! try! to!
purify!and!another!amount!to!carry!on!the!next!steps!and!separate!them!later!in!the!synthesis.!
!
In! parallel,! other! oxidations! were! attempted! on! the! triisopropylsilyloxyalkene! species! 12! in!

















(Camphorsulfonyl)oxaziridine! was! used! in! the! hydroxylation! step! because! it! proved! to! be! a!
good!oxidizing! reagent! in! the! synthesis!of! the! isomeric!oxaspirobicyclic!unit! (Scheme!2.72)102!






Chiral! oxaziridines! are! versatile! oxidizing! species! and! have! been! used! in! asymmetric! enolate!
hydroxylation.103,104!The!active!site!oxygen,!involved!in!the!oxygen!atom!transfer,! is!contained!









spiro! transition! state! in! order! to! provide! the! observed! stereochemistry! of! the! resulting!
epoxide.107!Nonbonded!steric! interactions!between!the!two!methyl!groups!on!the!bridgehead!

































group.111,112! Initially,! the! preparation! of! [8,8=(dimethoxycamphor)sulfonyl]oxaziridine! was!
performed!in!our!laboratory!from!the!commercially!available!(+)=10=camphorsulfonyl!chloride.!
However,! the! reagent! was! quite! expensive! and! often! contained! impurities,! including! 10=
camphorsulfonic!acid! that! is! the!direct!precursor!of! camphorsulfonyl! chloride.! Therefore,!10=
camphorsulfonic! acid,! which! is! commercially! available! and! very! cheap,! was! employed! as!
starting!material! in! this! synthesis.! It! is! noteworthy! that! all! the! synthesized! compounds!were!
efficiently! purified! by! a! simple! crystallisation,! affording! the! corresponding!






























































































































proton! at! the!β=position! of! the! selenium! atom! afforded! the! desired! sulfonimine! 119a! by!β=
elimination.113!
The!protection!of!the!ketone!function!occurred!in!the!presence!of!Amberlyst!15!ion=exchange!
resin! as! the! acid! catalyst! of! the! reaction! to! provide! the! species! 120a,! which,! exposed! to!










Davis! and! co=workers! showed! that! the! configuration! of! the! oxaziridine! three=membered!
heterocyclic! system,! present! in! the! (camphorsulfonyl)oxaziridine! 121a,! controls! the!
stereochemistry!of! the!adduct.!Therefore,! the!use!of! the!appropriate!oxaziridine,! (+)=121a! or!
(−)=121b!induces!the!opposite!stereochemistry!in!the!hydroxyl!product.114!The!synthesis!of!the!
(−)=(camphorsulfonyl)oxaziridine! and! its! use! on! this! step! was! thus! inspired! by! those!

















The! unsuccessful! reaction!with! the! two! isomers! of! the! (camphorsulfonyl)oxaziridine!may! be!




form! a! more! reactive! enolate! before! the! oxidation! occurs.! But,! this! reaction! has! not! been!
carried! out! further! because! of! the! numerous! oxidants! and! other! reactions! to! perform,! and!
constraints!of!time.!!
iii. Sharpless"oxidation"
Chiral!organometallic!peroxides!have!been! reported! to!be!efficient!asymmetric!oxidants.! The!
Sharpless!asymmetric!dihydroxylation!was!thus!envisaged!to!introduce!a!hydroxyl!group!at!the!
pro=spiro!centre!of! the!silyl!enol!ether!12! to! form!an!acyloin.!A!modification!of! the!Sharpless!
SOCl2











































Like! the! isomers!of! the! (camphorsulfonyl)oxaziridine,! the!use!of! the!appropriate!AD=mix,!AD=






































AD-mix-α:    (DHQ)2PHAL + K2OsO2(OH)4 + K3Fe(CN)6























introduce! the! chiral! information! (Scheme! 2.81).! The! addition! of! the! ligand! to! OsO4! forms! a!

























































































































In! 1974,! Vedejs! reported! the! first! method! of! enolate! hydroxylation! using! the! molybdenum!
peroxide!complex!MoO5•pyridine•HMPA!(MoOPH).!Several!enolate!substrates!were!tested!with!












metal.! The! first! pathway! was! described! with! the! breakage! of! the! O=O! bond! to! afford! the!























However,! HMPA,! because! of! its! toxicity,! has! since! been! replaced! by! 1,3=dimethyl=3,4,5,6=




in! our! laboratory,! followed! by! the! addition! of! DMPU! to! provide! the! crystalline!
MoO5•H2O•DMPU!complex!138!in!high!yield!(97%).!The!monohydrate!complex!was!dehydrated!






A! constant! temperature! was! essential! in! the! preparation! of! the! complex! 138,! avoiding! the!
formation!of!an!amorphous!solid.!MoO5•H2O•DMPU!138!was!found!to!be!highly!light!sensitive,!



































1) H2O2 (30% w/v), 
30 o to 40 oC, 3.5 h





1) P2O5, 24 h










Anderson! has! demonstrated! a! similar! efficiency! between! MoOPD! and! MoOPH! in! the!
hydroxylation!of! carbonyl! compounds,! in! terms!of! chemical! yields!and!selectivities.!However,!
reactions!with!MoOPD!have!been!reported!to!take!longer!time!than!MoOPH.!For!example,!the!













Consequently,!we! used! this!method! to! perform! the! hydroxylation! of! our! compound!12.! The!
addition!of!MoOPD!in!a!solution!of!the!silyl!enol!ether!12!in!CH2Cl2!at!low!temperature!gave!a!




























the! steric! hindrance! appeared! to! be! an! important! barrier! to! the! introduction! of! a! hydroxyl!
group,!especially! at! the!most!hindered! face.!Moreover,! as! reported!above,! the! reaction!with!
DMDO! gave! a! mixture! of! hydroxyaldehyde! species! 13a! and! 13b,! and! molecular! oxygen! is!










Two! possible! transition! states! have! been! described! in! the! first! route! (1).! The! six=membered!
transition! state! 145a! (path! 1a)! and! the! perepoxide! 145b! (path! 1b)! both! afford! the! α,β=
unsaturated!aldehyde!147a!through!concerted!and!stepwise!mechanisms,!respectively.125!
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Treatment! of! the! silyl! enol! ether! 12! under! a! flow! of! oxygen! gas! in! the! presence! of! triethyl!

































This! reaction!was! found! to! be! faster! and! to! have! a!moderately! lower! stereoselectivity! than!









































 r.t, 1.5 h, then p-TsOH
! 137 
2. Direct(αLhydroxylation(
Finally,! two! direct! α=oxidations! were! attempted! on! the! aldehyde! 11! with! the! less! bulky!
oxidative! reagents! such! as! molecular! oxygen! and! DMDO! because! of! the! positive! results!




with! molecular! oxygen! to! produce! the! α=hydroperoxy! carbonyl! intermediate! 150! that!







The! first! proposed! mechanism! of! this! oxygenation! involves! an! electrophilic! attack! of! the!
molecular! oxygen! on! the! enolate! compound!114,!which! is! activated! by! complexation!with! a!


















































The! role! of! the! solvent! in! the! reaction! has! been! demonstrated! to! be! critical.! Therefore,! the!
standard!conditions!of!the!oxidation!include!the!use!of!t=butyl!alcohol!as!the!solvent!of!choice!
because! it! is!more!easily!displaced! than!primary!and! secondary!alcohols! that!usually! tend! to!
form!coordinate!species.!
!
Russell! has! suggested! another! possible! oxidation!mechanism:! a! radical! reaction! could! occur!
through! a! single! electron! transfer! from! the! enolate! substrate! 114! to! the!molecular! oxygen,!
affording!an!α=keto!radical!152.!The!treatment!of!this!radical!with!molecular!oxygen!provides!








acetic! acid.! However,! a! combination! of! potassium! t=butoxide,! triethyl! phosphite! in! protic!
solvents! such!as!DMF!at! low!temperatures!was!shown!to! improve! the!oxygenation=reduction!
rate.133,134!In!this!case,!the!reduction!of!the!hydroperoxy!carbonyl!species!150!is!accompagnied!



















































bond! adjacent! to! the! carbonyl! group! can! occur! through! auto=oxidation.! For! example,! the!







the! aldehyde! in! THF! was! added! to! a! mixture! of! triethyl! phosphite,! sodium! hydride! and! t=
butoxide! in! DMF! at! low! temperature,! followed! by! a! continuous! flow! of! oxygen! gas! at! room!




























155 156 157 158








lower! stereoselectivity! and! a! better! chemical! yield! could! be! observed! with! a! less! hindered!












the! hydroxylactol! 13,! which! is! in! equilibrium!with! its! opened! form.! The! deprotection! of! the!
compound!13!conducted!to!a!loose!of!stereochemistry!at!the!position!of!the!carbon!bearing!the!

































The! formation! of! the! hydroxylactol! 13,! after! removal! of! the! silyl! protecting! group,! was!
confirmed! using! infrared! spectroscopy! with! an! eventual! disappearance! of! the! peak! around!
1750! cm=1,! corresponding! to! the!aldehyde! function.!NMR!spectroscopic! analysis! revealed! the!
presence!of!only!one!isomer,!but!its!configuration!could!not!be!determined.!Thus,!we!decided!
to!carry!out!the!next!synthetic!step!because!the!less!hindered!hydroxylactone!intermediate!7a!
has! been! synthesized! and! fully! described! by! the! Page! group! previously.1! Therefore,! the!
comparison!of!the!data!should!allow!us!to!identify!which!isomer!is!obtained!using!this!pathway.!
2. Synthesis(of(the(hydroxylactone(7(



































DMP! is! an! effective! oxidant,! which! converts! successfully! alcohol! substrates! into! carbonyl!






















As! indicated! above,! the! use! of! IBX! as! an! oxidant! allows! clean! reactions! in! high! yields,! often!






An! alternative! efficient! method! was! employed! using! a! catalytic! amount! of! IBX,! which! was!
generated! in" situ! from! 2=iodobenzoic! acid! with! excess! oxidative! reagent,!
tetraphenylphosphonium! monoperoxysulfate,! commonly! termed! as! TPPP.138! TPPP! was!

























































In! summary,! the! oxidation! of! the! hydroxylactol! species! 14! was! rather! challenging,! and! only!
Dess=Martin! periodinane,! IBX/TPPP! and! the! mixture! of! TEMPO/BAIB! afforded! the!
31%







































The! obtainment! of! the! hydroxylactone! 7! allowed! its! comparison! with! the! hydroxylactone!
intermediate,!generated!during!the!synthesis!of!the!isomer!of!the!oxaspirobicyclic!unit!1!in!our!












range! of! 34=57%! yields! depending!mainly! on! the!work=up! conditions.! Indeed,! the! successive!
addition! of! EtOH! and! EtOAc! to! the! reaction! mixture! at! the! end! of! the! reaction! led! to! the!






Improvements!of! the! reaction! yield!were! attempted!by! increasing! the! reaction! time!and! the!



































Treatment! of! the! lactol! 5! with! a!mixture! of! TEMPO! and! BAIB! in! the! presence! of! a! catalytic!




















































was! tested! on! the! lactone! 6! in! the! presence! of! NaHMDS! as! the! base.! Unfortunately,! the!
oxidation!provided!exclusively!the!formation!of!the!undesired!less!hindered!hydroxylactone!7a!























NaHMDS, 0 oC to r.t
! 149 
The!synthesis!of!the!dihydropyran!silyl!ether!159,!derived!from!the!lactone!6,!was!attempted!in!



















































12b! probably! underwent! a! side! reaction! because! the! starting! material! was! not! recovered.!
However,! no! other! related! species! was! isolated.! One! possible! explanation! of! the! reaction!



















































cyclization! before! the! deprotection! reaction.! In! the! literature,! the! benzoylation! and!
debenzoylation! processes! have! been! reported! to! be! highly! efficient! with! yields! superior! to!
90%.141,142,143!However,!the!reaction!of!the!compounds!13!with!benzoyl!chloride!in!pyridine!in!






















Therefore,! this! line! of! investigation!was! not! carried! out! further.!We! decided! to! attempt! the!
inversion!of!configuration!at!the!pro=spiro!carbon!bearing!a!hydroxyl!group.!!
2. Inversion(of(the(stereochemistry(




Fleet! has! reported! the! use! of! caesium! trifluoroacetate! to! achieve! the! inversion! of! the!











































Treatment! of! the! hydroxylactone! 13a! with! trifluoromethanesulfonic! anhydride! (Tf2O)! or!
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b. The-Mitsunobu-reaction-












the! alkoxyphosphonium! salt!174( through! a! nucleophilic! attack! by! an! alcohol.! This! route!was!
completed!by!a!SN2=type!addition!to!afford!the!compound!175!with!the!opposite!configuration!








































Mono=ethyl! malonate,! which! was! quantitatively! synthesized! in! water! from! ethyl! malonyl!
chloride!(Scheme!2.127),!was!also!employed!as!a!nucleophile!in!this!reaction!in!order!to!obtain!








































DEAD, THF, r.t, 14 h
PPh3, methoxybenzoic acid,
DEAD, THF, r.t, 8 h
PPh3, mono-ethyl malonate,





























of! mono=ethyl! malonate! failed! to! give! the! expected! adduct! and! a! complex! mixture! was!
generated.!
!
However,! further! investigations! using! this!method! could! yield! promising! results! towards! the!




Another! longer!route!was!envisaged!to!avoid!the!removal!of! the!silyl!protecting!group!of! the!
primary! alcohol! as! it! appeared! to! remove! the! desired! diastereoisomer! 13b.! This! change!
involved! the! oxidation! of! the! aldehyde! 13! to! the! corresponding! carboxylic! acid.! We! first!












chemical! yields! reported,! even! in! the! presence! of! sensitive! functional! groups! and! bulky!
groups.148,149! The! mechanical! pathway! of! the! Pinnick! oxidation! consists! of! the! nucleophilic!



































































































































































































to! afford! the! corresponding! carboxylic! acid! as! a! single! isomer,! the! remaining! synthetic!work!
would!include,!in!sequence,!the!protection!of!the!carboxylic!group,!the!O=alkylation!of!the!free!
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under! a! nitrogen! or! argon! atmosphere.! Diethyl! ether! and! tetrahydrofuran!were! dried! under!

















particule! size.! Hand! bellows! were! employed! where! needed! to! apply! pressure! through! the!





Kieselgel! 60! F254! silica.! The! plates! were! visualised! under! UV! light! at! 254! nm! or! by! using!
potassium!permanganate,!potassium!molybdate!or!vanillin!solutions,!followed!by!heating.!
2. Analytical(methods(
1H! NMR! and! 13C! NMR! spectra! were! recorded! at! 400.13! and! 100.62! MHz! respectively! on! a!
Varian!Unity!Plus!(400!MHz)!NMR!instrument!or!at!300.05!and!75.45!MHz!using!a!Varian!Gemini!












Service! Centre! at! Swansea! University,! and! were! performed! by! electrospray! ionisation! (ESI),!
nano9electrospray!(NES)!on!an!LTQ!Orbitrap!XL!instrument.!Sometimes,!other!techniques!were!
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A!mixture! of! 39bromo919propanol!2! (25.0! g,! 180!mmol)! and! triphenylphosphine! (31.4! g,! 120!
mmol)!in!dry!toluene!(60!mL)!was!heated!under!reflux!for!26!h!under!a!nitrogen!atmosphere.!
The! reaction! mixture! was! allowed! to! cool! to! room! temperature,! filtered,! washed! with! cold!

































15!min.!Trans929methyl929butenal! (9.86!g,! 117!mmol)!was!added!dropwise! to! the! solution!of!
the! ylid! and! the! mixture! was! stirred! at! room! temperature! overnight.! After! completion,! the!









122.2! (C6,! C3),*! 62.1! (C1),! 36.1! (C2),! 13.5! (Ca),! 11.8! (C7).! IR!νmax! (neat)/cm91:! 3416! (OH),! 3072!
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(C4a),!25.1! (C8),!22.3! (Ca),!19.2! (Cb);! IR!νmax! (neat)/cm91:!3416! (OH),!2917! (=CH),!2531! (O9C9O).!









vacuum! and! the! remaining! aqueous! solution! extracted! with! ethyl! acetate! (5! x! 120! mL).!
Combined! organic! layers!were! dried! over!MgSO4! and! concentrated! under! reduced! pressure.!






mmol)! in! dry! THF! (190! mL)! at! 0! °C.! The! reaction! mixture! was! allowed! to! reach! room!
































with! saturated! aqueous! NaHCO3! (4! mL),! and! the! organic! layer! was! dried! over! MgSO4! and!






0! °C! under! a! nitrogen! atmosphere.! The! reaction! mixture! was! stirred! overnight! at! room!
temperature.! After! completion,! the! solution!was!washed!with! saturated! aqueous!NaHCO3! (8!
mL),! the! organic! layer! was! dried! over!MgSO4,! and! the! solvent! was! removed! under! vacuum.!








°C! under! a! nitrogen! atmosphere.! The! reaction! mixture! was! stirred! overnight! at! room!
temperature.!After!completion,!the!solution!was!washed!with!saturated!aqueous!NaHCO3!(120!
mL),! the! organic! layer! was! dried! over!MgSO4,! and! the! solvent! was! removed! under! vacuum.!
Purification!of!the!crude!product!by!column!chromatography!(PetEth/EtOAc:!50/1)!afforded!the!


















































A! mixture! of! the! diol! 8! (230! mg,! 1.25! mmol),! triethylamine! (0.26! mL,! 1.88! mmol),! tert9
butyldimethylsilyl! chloride! (207!mg,! 1.38!mmol)! and! 49dimethylaminopyridine! (76!mg,! 0.625!
mmol)!in!dry!dichloromethane!(5!mL)!was!heated!under!reflux!for!two!hours!under!a!nitrogen!
atmosphere.!The!reaction!was!allowed!to!cool!to!room!temperature.!The!solution!was!washed!
with! saturated! aqueous! NaHCO3! (5! mL),! and! the! organic! layer! was! dried! over! MgSO4! and!



































O),! 1086! (Si9O);! m/z! (NESP):! 299.2! ([M+H]+,! 100%);! m/z! (NESP)! found:! (M+H)+! 299.2887,!
C17H35O2Si1!requires!299.2891.!
!


























































anhydride! (42!mL)! and! the!mixture!was! heated! for! 2! h! at! 80! °C.! The! resulting!mixture!was!




(1! acetate! C=O),! 168.4! (endocyclic! C=O),! 136.2! (Carom),! 133.3! (CHarom),! 131.4! (CHarom),! 129.4!






















4! h! at! 40! °C.! Iodobenzene! (25! g,! 123! mmol)! was! then! added! and! the! solution! was! stirred!
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IBX! (82!mg,! 0.292!mmol)! was! added! to! a! solution! of!monoprotected! diol! 9! (112!mg,! 0.265!
mmol)! in! DMSO! (4.4! mL).! The! mixture! was! stirred! at! room! temperature! overnight.! After!
completion,!water!was!added!to!the!reaction!mixture,!which!was!filtrated!and!extracted!with!




Three!drops!of!water!were! added! to! a! solution!of! the!monoprotected!diol!9! (138!mg,! 0.327!
mmol)! in! dichloromethane! (3!mL),! followed! by! the! addition! of! a!mixture! of! TEMPO! (10!mg,!
0.064!mmol)!and!BAIB!(155!mg,!0.49!mmol).!The!reaction!mixture!was!stirred!for!1!h!at!room!
temperature.!A!solution!of!sodium!thiosulfate!(25%!in!water,!2!mL)!was!added,!and!the!mixture!
stirred! for! 15! min.! The! aqueous! layer! was! extracted! with! dichloromethane! (3! mL),! and! the!





mmol)! in! dry! dichloromethane! (8! mL)! and! the! mixture! was! stirred! at! room! temperature!
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was! purified! by! flash! column! chromatography! (PetEth/EtOAc:! 50/1! to! 20/1)! to! give! the!
aldehyde!10!(50!mg,!0.120!mmol,!32%)!as!colourless!oil.!
Swern1oxidation:1
Dimethyl! sulfoxide! (22.3!mL,! 314!mmol)!was! added!dropwise! to! a! solution!of!oxalyl! chloride!
(19.8!mL,!236!mmol)!in!dry!dichloromethane!(200!mL)!under!a!nitrogen!atmosphere!at!−78!°C.!
In! parallel,! a! solution! of! diol! 9! (16.6! g,! 39.3! mmol)! in! dry! dichloromethane! (80! mL)! was!
prepared.!After!stirring!for!40!min,!this!solution!was!added!dropwise!to!the!first!solution!and!
the! resulting! crude! solution! was! stirred! for! 3! h.! Dry! Et3N! (65.5! mL,! 471! mmol)! was! added!
dropwise.!The!reaction!was!controlled!by!tlc!(PetEth/EtOAc:!10/1).!After!stirring!for!2!h!at!room!
temperature,! ice! water! (200! mL)! was! poured! in.! Aqueous! layer! was! extracted! with!
dichloromethane! (3! x! 300! mL).! The! organic! layers! were! combined,! dried! over! MgSO4! and!
concentrated! in1 vacuo.! The! residue! was! purified! by! flash! column! chromatography!






















mL)! at! 0! °C.! The! reaction!mixture! was! allowed! to! reach! room! temperature! and!was! stirred!
overnight.! The! solution!was!washed!with! saturated! aqueous! CuSO4! (3! x! 100!mL).! Combined!







































































A! three!neck! flask!was! charged!with!NaHCO3! (116!g),!deionised!water! (504!mL)!and!acetone!
(384!mL)!at!0!°C.!Oxone®!(240!g)!was!added!in!one!portion!to!this!suspension!under!vigorous!
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flask! was! connected! to! a! condenser! and! both! of! them!were! cooled! to!−78! °C.! A!moderate!
vacuum! was! applied! and! slowly! decreased! until! 0.9! bar.! The! pale! yellow! DMDO9acetone!
solution!was! collected! in! the! cooled! receiving! flask! over! 2! to! 2.5! h.! After! completion! of! the!




Na2S2O3.5H2O! (496!mg)!was!dissolved! in!water! (100!mL)! and!25!mL!of! the! resulting! solution!
(0.02!M)!was!placed!in!a!25!mL!burette.!10!mL!of!a!solution!of!NaI!(10!g)!in!water!(50!mL)!was!































A! solution!of!camphorsulfonyl! chloride!117a! (20.9!g,!83.5!mmol)! in!dichloromethane! (50!mL)!





































Trimethyl! orthoformate! (170!mL),! conc.! H2SO4! (3.4!mL)! and! amberlist915! ion9exchange! resin!
(3.4! g)!were! added! successively! to! a! solution!of! the!oxocamphorsulfonyl! imine!119a! (15.5! g,!
68.1!mmol)!in!methanol!(34!mL).!The!reaction!mixture!was!heated!under!reflux!overnight.!After!
completion,!the!solution!was!allowed!to!cool!to!room!temperature,!filtered,!washed!with!water!











































brine! (20! mL),! dried! over! MgSO4.! The! solvent! was! removed! below! 40! °C! under! vacuum! to!
provide! a! crude! compound,!which!was! purified! by! recrystallisation! from! absolute! ethanol! to!
give! the! desired! (camphorsulfonyl)oxaziridine! 121a! (3.84! g,! 13.3! mmol,! 49%)! as! colourless!
crystals.!!
H2O2! (30%!w/v)! (0.75!mL,!24.3!mmol)!was!added!dropwise! to!a! suspension!of!K2CO3! (1.68!g,!
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dimethoxy! imine! 120a! (1.66! g,! 6.06! mmol).! The! reaction! mixture! was! stirred! at! room!
temperature! for!4!h.! Saturated!aqueous!brine! (100!mL)!and!dichloromethane! (200!mL)!were!
added,! the! organic! layer! was! separated,! and! the! aqueous! layer! was! extracted! with!
dichloromethane!(2!x!120!mL).!Combined!organic!layers!were!washed!with!an!aqueous!solution!














































































Trimethyl! orthoformate! (42!mL),! conc.! H2SO4! (0.83!mL)! and! amberlist915! ion9exchange! resin!
(0.83!g)!were!added!successively!to!a!solution!of!the!oxocamphorsulfonyl! imine!119b! (3.76!g,!
16.5!mmol)! in!methanol! (8.3!mL).! The! reaction!mixture! was! heated! under! reflux! overnight.!
After!completion,!the!solution!was!allowed!to!cool!to!room!temperature,!filtered,!washed!with!
water!(30!mL)!and!extracted!with!dichloromethane!(3!x!50!mL).!Combined!organic!layers!were!
































brine! (7! mL),! dried! over! MgSO4.! The! solvent! was! removed! below! 40! °C! under! vacuum! to!
provide! a! crude! compound,!which!was! purified! by! recrystallisation! from! absolute! ethanol! to!
give! the! desired! (camphorsulfonyl)oxaziridine! 121b! (1.71! g,! 5.91! mmol,! 72%)! as! colourless!
crystals.!!
H2O2!(30%!w/v)!(0.25!mL,!7.32!mmol)!was!added!dropwise!to!a!suspension!of!K2CO3!(0.506!g,!
3.66! mmol)! in! methanol! (5! mL)! at! room! temperature,! followed! by! the! addition! of! the!
dimethoxy! imine! 120b! (0.5! g,! 1.83! mmol).! The! reaction! mixture! was! stirred! at! room!
temperature! for! 4! h.! Saturated! aqueous! brine! (30! mL)! and! dichloromethane! (60! mL)! were!
added,! the! organic! layer! was! separated,! and! the! aqueous! layer! was! extracted! with!
dichloromethane!(2!x!60!mL).!Combined!organic!layers!were!washed!with!an!aqueous!solution!

























40!oC!under!stirring! for!3.5!h!and!allowed!to!cool! to!room!temperature!to!be! filtered.!DMPU!
(4.2!mL,!34.9!mmol)!was!added!to!the!yellow!solution!filtrate!under!stirring!at!10!oC:!a!yellow!
precipitate! was! formed! and! recrystallised! from! hot! methanol! (40! °C)! to! yield! the! yellow!




The! monohydrate! molybdenum! complex! 138! was! dehydrated! under! the! vacuum! desiccator!
over! P2O5! and! silica! for! 48! h! to! give!MoO5•DMPU!as! yellow! crystals.! Pyridine! (1.27!mL,! 15.8!
mmol)!was!added!dropwise!to!the!solution!of!MoO5•DMPU!(4.83!g,!15.8!mmol)!in!THF!(28!mL)!
at!room!temperature:!The!latter!compound!was!treated!with!one!equivalent!of!pyridine!to!give!
























the! reaction! mixture! was! stirred! at! room! temperature! overnight.! This! crude! mixture! was!
washed!with!brine!(100!mL)!and!extracted!with!diethyl!ether!(2!x!200!mL).!Combined!organic!
layers!were! dried! over!MgSO4! and! concentrated! under! reduced! pressure.! The! crude! residue!






0.39!mmol)! in! a!mixture! of! CH2Cl2/acetone! (4.5!mL,! 2:1),! followed!by! the! slow! addition! of! a!
solution!of!Oxone®!(0.87!g,!1.42!mmol)!in!water!(10.1!mL).!The!reaction!was!stirred!for!1.5!h!at!
room!temperature.!The!reaction!mixture!was!extracted!with!CH2Cl2!(2!x!15!mL),!and!combined!
organic! layers!were!washed!with! a! saturated! solution! of! sodium! thiosulfate! and!brine,! dried!
over! MgSO4.! Then! pTSA! (0.73! mg,! 0.0262! mmol)! was! added! to! the! crude! residue,! and! the!

























































































extracted! with! EtOAc! (3! x! 20! mL),! and! combined! organic! layers! were! concentrated! under!
vacuum.!The!residue!was!filtered!through!a!pad!of!silica,!washed!with!EtOAc,!and!the!solvent!









































































DMP! (257!mg,! 0.605!mmol)! was! added! to! a! solution! of! the! hydroxylactol! 13! (80!mg,! 0.403!
mmol)! in! dry! dichloromethane! (10! mL)! and! the! mixture! was! stirred! at! room! temperature!
overnight.!Saturated!aqueous!NaHCO3! (2!x!5!mL)!was!added.!The!aqueous! layer!was!washed!








sodium! thiosulfate! (25%! in!water,! 1!mL)!was! added! and! the!mixture! stirred! for! 15!min.! The!




IBA! (15! mg,! 0.059! mmol)! and! TPPP! (0.801! g,! 1.77! mmol)! were! added! to! a! solution! of! the!
hydroxylactol!13!(117!mg,!0.59!mmol)!in!DCE!(8!mL).!The!reaction!mixture!was!heated!at!80! °C!

















remove! the! excess! TPPP,! and! concentrated! under! reduced! pressure! to! afford! the!
hydroxylactone!7a!(36!mg,!0.183!mmol,!31%)!as!a!colourless!oil.!
αMHydroxylation1with1(+)M[(3,3Mdimethoxycamphoryl)sulfonyl]oxaziridine:1
A! solution! of! the! lactone! 6! (110!mg,! 0.61!mmol)! in! THF! (1.5!mL)! was! added! dropwise! to! a!
solution! of! KHMDS! (0.365! g,! 1.83!mmol)! in! THF! (5!mL)! at!−78! °C.! The! reaction!mixture!was!
stirred! for! 1! h,! followed!by! the! addition! of! a! solution! of! (+)9camphorsulfonyloxaziridine! (530!
mg,!1.83!mL)!in!THF!(2!mL).!The!solution!was!stirred!for!1.5!h!at!−78!°C,!and!then!for!1!h!at!−5!
°C,!quenched!by!the!addition!of!brine!(15!mL).!The!reaction!mixture!was!acidified!by!addition!of!




Et3N! (0.2!mL,! 1.46!mmol)!was! added! to! a! solution! of! the! lactone!6! (101!mg,! 0.56!mmol)! in!
acetone!(2!mL)!at!0!°C,! followed!by!the!addition!of!a!solution!of!DMDO!in!acetone!(13.2!mL,!




by! addition! of! HCl! (1M)! to! pH! =! 1,! and! extracted!with! diethyl! ether! (2! x! 30!mL).! Combined!
organic! layers!were!dried!over!MgSO4,! and! concentrated!under! reduced!pressure! to!give! the!
corresponding! hydroxylactone! 7a! in! 49%.! The! yield! was! determined! by! NMR! spectroscopic!
analysis.!













































The! reaction! was! repeated! in! three! similar! carrousel! tubes! containing! initially! the! similar!
quantities!of! the!starting!material! (1.0!g,!5.49!mmol)!and!PDC!(6.2!g,!16.5!mmol)! in!DMF!(13!




























A! solution! of! sodium! chlorite! (0.75! g,! 8.29!mmol)! and! sodium!dihydrogenphosphate! (0.75! g,!











































and! the! solvent! removed! in1 vacuo! to! yield! 39ethoxy939oxopropanoic! acid! 177! (1.95! g,! 14.8!
mmol,!100%)!as!a!yellow!oil.!δH!(CDCl3,!400!MHz):!11.4!(br!s,!1H,!OH),!4.17!(q,!2H,!J!=!7.1!Hz,!Ha),!
3.39!(s,!2H,!H2),!1.23!(t,!3H,!J!=!7.1!Hz,!Hb);!δC!(CDCl3,!100!MHz):!176.9!(C1),!166.6!(C3),!61.3!(Ca),!






in! dry! THF! (100!mL).! The! reaction!mixture!was! stirred! at! room! temperature! for! 2! h,! filtered!
through!a!pad!of!celite!to!remove!the!Et3N+HCl9!precipitate,!washed!with!EtOAc!(2!x!30!mL),!and!
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